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News

The American International College (AIC, Springfield,
Massachusetts) recently announced that they will begin
offering a master’s degree in cannabis science for the
upcoming fall 2020 semester (1).
This will be the first master’s degree offered in the
Northeast region of the U.S. The program follows in the
footsteps of the AIC’s undergraduate and certificate-level
programs that were introduced in November 2019 (2). AIC
requires students partaking in their cannabis curriculums
to be at least 21 years old due to the fact that some of their
courses will tour cannabis facilities who will not accept underage participants into their establishments (2).
The new master’s degree is a 30-credit program for individuals that want to dive into the cannabis industry. It
targets the science, business, and legal subjects to provide students a rounded education before they enter
the field. The courses vary from business management,
horticulture, chemistry, marketing and operations, cultivation, and many other topics. The program will also go
over federal and state laws and policies.
Another college near AIC, Holyoke Community College (HCC, Holyoke, Massachusetts), also joined the
cannabis education movement by implementing a Cannabis Education Center in October 2019. HCC offers four
certificate programs targeting specific career areas in
the cannabis industry including cannabis retail and patient advocate, cannabis extraction technician assistant,
cannabis culinary assistant, and cannabis cultivation assistant (3). Each of HCC’s certificate programs require
96 hours of instruction, half of those hours are accrued
on campus and the remainder are filled through internships so that students are able to gain in-field experience.
Cannabis educational courses and curriculum are popping up all over the country as well. For example, Colorado
State University’s (CSU, Pueblo, Colorado) Pueblo campus,
will be launching a Bachelor of Science degree program
called “Cannabis Biology, and Chemistry.” This program
will focus on the science of working in the field, natural
products, and analytical chemistry.
“It’s a rigorous degree geared toward the increasing
demand coming about because of the cannabis industry,” said David Lehmpuhl, the College of Science and
Mathematics Dean. “Hemp and marijuana has really
come to the forefront in a lot of economic sectors in the
country. We’re not pro-cannabis or anti-cannabis. What

VOL 3 • NO 2 • MARCH 2020

we’re about will be the science, and training students to
look at that science” (4).
Students will also have the opportunity to work in a
laboratory where they will be able to grow industrial
hemp and work with cannabidiol (CBD). CSU-Pueblo offers two tracks for undergraduates to choose from. They
can focus more on biology with natural products or analytics involving chemistry (5).
Another example is Western Illinois University (Macomb, Illinois) who will begin offering a minor in the art
of growing cannabis in the fall 2020 semester. The minor
will require 18 to 19 credit hours, which does not include
additional coursework provided by Western Illinois’ department of biological sciences. The university is still
working on partnerships with corporations involved in
both the medical and recreational marijuana sectors; Illinois just legalized recreational use in January. Andy Baker, the School of Agriculture Director, said he is anticipating class sizes of 20 to 30 students (4). He also mentioned
that a new bureau for cannabis regulation was created in
the Illinois Department of Agriculture, which insinuates
new opportunities for employment in the state.
In 2019, the Massachusetts Cannabis Control Commission reported sales of around $420 million for their
state’s legal marijuana capital (1). The cannabis industry
is a growing platform to about a quarter-million jobs. As
both medical marijuana and recreational use are becoming legalized across the country, the states where cannabis is legal, are reporting high sales and job creations.
With the market booming, the education system is jumping onboard by creating programs that will help students enter the cannabis industry’s workforce and help
expand on further research on the plants.
— Madeline Colli

References
1) https://www.masslive.com/news/2020/02/americaninternational-college-offers-masters-degree-incannabis-science-first-of-its-kind-in-the-region.html.
2) https://www.masslive.com/news/2019/11/
aic-adds-marijuana-classes-plans-minor-andgraduate-program-in-cannabis.html.
3) https://www.thereminder.com/localnews/springfield/
local-colleges-prepare-individuals-for-careers-in-/.
4) https://www.leafly.com/news/science-tech/
two-universities-to-offer-cannabis-degrees.
5) https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/09/us/colorado-stateuniversity-pueblo-cannabis-degree-trnd/index.html.
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Cannabis Analysis

How Standardized Sample Preparation Can
Solve the Inter-Laboratory Variation Problem
The problem of different cannabis laboratories obtaining different results on the same samples,
inter-laboratory variation, has been studied extensively. One of the causes of the problem is
different laboratories prepare their samples differently. Another issue is how varying amounts
of moisture in plant material can impact potency measurements. Ideas on how to improve the
situation are given.
Brian C. Smith

I

nter-laboratory variation is the
problem in cannabis and hemp
analysis where different laboratories obtain significantly different
results on the same samples. Scientifically the problem has been
well documented (1– 6). Anecdotally I have found that many people in
this industry have experienced the
problem. For example, in one study
(6) the tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)
readings on a homogeneous marijuana distillate sample sent to five
different California state licensed,
ISO certified laboratories, came
back with a range from 77 wt.% to
94 wt.%. These results are alarming because a uniform sample containing a high concentration of
the target analyte should be one
of the easiest samples to analyze
correctly. In the same study a distillate sample known to be free of
pesticides was spiked with known
amounts of six pesticides, some
well above the state of California legal limits (7). Again five laboratories were involved, and none
of them detected the presence of
all six pesticides, and two of them
said the sample contained no pesticides at all!
The inter-laboratory variation problem isn’t found just on the THC side of
the business. Significant variations in

cannabinoid readings are found when
the same hemp sample is sent to multiple laboratories as well. Some supporting data are shown in Table I.
These data were generated by
sending seven of the same hemp
samples to two state licensed, ISO
certified laboratories in different
parts of the country. A comparison
of the cannabidiolic acid (CBDA) results show huge differences in the
weight percent values for the samples, the standard deviation being
greater than 4.5 wt.%. There is also
a small amount of bias between the
two data sets, indicating that most
of the error here is random.
These results are troubling since
hemp farmers are paid on the total
cannabidiol (CBD) content in their
crop, most of which is in the form
of CBDA. If a test at 10% CBDA is
used to set a purchase price, and
the crop really contained 15%, then
the farmer is being ripped off for
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Similarly, if an extractor purchases hemp biomass that is supposedly 15% CBDA, but it’s really 10%,
they are overpaying by hundreds of
thousands of dollars for CBD that is
not there. The inter-laboratory variation problem threatens the simple
act of buying and selling product in
the cannabis and hemp industries.

CANNABIS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY | www.CannabisScienceTech.com

Table II contains an even more
alarming example of inter-laboratory variation. Since the passage of
the 2018 U.S. Farm Bill (8), and the
promulgation by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) in October 2019 of an interim final rule (9),
hemp is legally defined as having
not more than 0.3 wt.% total THC.
Table II shows the results of sending
the same six hemp samples to two
different laboratories for total THC
measurements.
There is almost zero bias in the
data set, indicating almost all the
error in these measurements is random (10). The standard deviation
in the data is almost 0.2 wt.% total THC. This means one laboratory could test a hemp sample and
find 0.2 wt.% total THC and declare
a crop legal, whereas a different
laboratory could find 0.4 wt.% total THC in the same sample and declare the crop illegal. People’s livelihoods and hundreds of thousands
of dollars are on the line when
hemp is tested for total THC. With
data like this, how can we honestly
assure hemp farmers that their test
results are fair? Clearly, in terms
of potency and pesticide testing
there is an inter-laboratory variation problem. Other analyses performed by cannabis laboratories,
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Separation of Eight Cannabinoids
With the recent legalization of both medicinal and recreational marijuana in the United States, analysis of individual cannabinoids has
captured the public’s interest at a new level. As such, many new cannabis products are now available, i.e., edibles, vaporizers, and extracts
to name a few. The increased marketability of the product has incited consumers to take a greater interest in the quality and craft ability
of the products being sold. Through the quantification of individual cannabinoids, the consumer can make an informed decision about the
possible effects they could expect from the products they purchase. Therefore, the need for accurate, robust, and affordable analysis tools
are of the upmost importance.
With health, safety, and edibles dosing as the primary motivation,
Hamilton Company developed an HPLC method that isolates
eight major cannabinoids. The HxSil C18 (3 µm) column provides
an accurate, cost effective, and robust solution that can be used
in any HPLC system.
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Table I: CBDA weight percent results on the same seven
samples sent to two different laboratories
Sample
Number

Lab P

Lab B

CBDA

CBDA

1

15.34

9.87

5.47

2

14.09

19.37

-5.28

3

13.22

17.48

-4.26

4

Difference

18.9

13.85

5.05

5

15.39

16.61

-1.22

6

18.05

13.3

4.75

7

16.52

15.64

0.88

Bias =

0.89

St. dev. =

4.51

Table II: Total THC weight percent results on the same six
samples sent to two different laboratories
Lab P

Lab B

Total THC

Total THC

1

0.53

0.33

0.2

2

0.43

0.79

-0.36

3

0.55

0.48

0.07

4

0.49

0.53

-0.04

5

0.53

0.5

0.03

6

0.58

0.56

0.02

Bias =

0.01

St. dev. =

0.19

Sample
Number

Difference

such as terpenes, heavy metals, biocontaminants, and
mycotoxins may be just as variable.
The inter-laboratory variation problem threatens
the very existence of our industry. If there is no consistency across laboratories, how can regulators know
which materials are legal and which are not? If there
is no consistency between laboratories, how can cannabis businesses rationally run their businesses in the
face of unreliable data? This is a problem that needs
to be solved sooner rather than later. In a previous
column (2), I gave a laundry list of potential solutions
to the problem. One of them was standardizing sample preparation methods. In this column I discuss this
idea in detail.

The Current State of
Cannabis Sample Preparation
Chromatographic analyses are used to measure cannabinoids (11), terpenes (11), and pesticides in cannabis
samples. For these analyses to work properly, the sample must be homogenized and extracted. This involves
significant manual sample preparation including grinding, mixing, extracting, and filtering.
I have been involved in cannabis analysis since marijuana first become legal in Colorado in 2013. In that
time, I have visited dozens of cannabis laboratories
around the U.S. and have observed that no two laboratories prepare their samples for chromatographic analysis the same way.
I have seen laboratories use mortars and pestles, handheld grinders, coffee grinders, spice grinders, herb grinders, and cryo-grinders to prepare samples for analysis. These different methods will produce
samples with differing surface area, meaning different
amounts of cannabinoids will be extracted from the
same sample. Here is a list of the variables that are not
controlled and why they matter.
1. Grinding
This is not relevant for liquid samples, but is very important for plant material such as buds, trim, and biomass.
Work by myself and others have clearly shown that cannabis is an inhomogenous, naturally variable material
(11). This means plant material must be homogenized
by grinding prior to analysis. Grinding will produce a
sample with a specific particle size distribution, particle shape distribution, and surface area. The latter matters because when performing a solid-liquid extraction,
the surface area of the sample effects the rate at which
molecules are extracted. Typically, the greater the surface area the faster analytes will be extracted.
2. Moisture Content
Given the nature of cannabis based materials, analyte
concentrations are reported as weight percents rather than in moles/liter. In fact, Federal law requires total THC in hemp be measured as a weight percent (8,9).
When plant material is harvested it contains significant
amounts of moisture, and must be quickly dried to prevent the growth of mold. Since we are using weight percent measurements, and the denominator of these calculations is the weight of the original sample, variations
in moisture content can affect the final results. Properly dried plant material contains about 10% moisture,
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however changes in temperature and humidity can affect These systems measure moisture, not loss on drying. In my
the amount of adsorbed moisture on plant material, al- opinion, all laboratories should have one of these systems,
ter the sample’s weight, and then cause variation in ana- measure the moisture content of submitted plant materilyte weight percent values. In a perfect world, third party
al, and then take this into account when calculating analyte
laboratories would measure the moisture content of eve- weight percent values.
ry plant sample before analysis, and take this into account
3. Extraction Solvent
when calculating weight percents. Some laboratories do
Standardizing the solvent used to extract samples is a
not routinely measure the moisture content of incoming
no-brainer. Chemistry 101 tells us that the same solutes
plant material, trust the sample submitter to have dried
dissolve in different solvents at different rates and in
the sample properly, and assume ambient conditions will
not affect moisture content. One
cannot assume any of this. One way
to dry biomass is to perform a loss
on drying experiment. The weight of
Microwave Solutions for Metals Prep
the sample is determined, the sample is thrown in an oven, heated for
some time at some temperature,
and then the weight is determined
again. The assumption is made that
all of the loss is from moisture evaporating. Let me be crystal clear: This
measurement is useless for marijuana and hemp. We all know that in addition to moisture cannabis contains
volatiles such as terpenes. Part of the
loss on drying in addition to moisture is loss of terpenes. Also, at the
temperatures often used for loss on
drying the acid cannabinoids can decarboxylate resulting in additional
ETHOS UP
ultraWAVE
weight loss. Work by myself and othMaximum throughput
ers has shown that only about half of
The Best Sample Analysis Starts with
the weight loss upon drying is moisthe Best Sample Prep
Ultimate ease-of-use
ture, the rest is most likely terpenes
Cannabis testing labs must process a wide variety of matrices,
and other volatiles (12). Thus, the
Superior digestion quality
from cannabis flower to final products and everything inloss of drying values is not a measbetween. Milestone offers a flexible range of microwave
ure of moisture content, but a measdigestion solutions to meet the demands of your lab. From the
ETHOS UP to the ultraWAVE, we have your needs covered not
ure of the loss of total volatiles upon
only for today, but tomorrow as well.
heating. These values should not be
used to correct analyte weight perCall us today at 866.995.5100 or visit
www.milestonesci.com/cannabis-testing to learn more.
cent measurements. A solution to
this problem is to measure the moisVisit us at
ture content of samples prior to analysis using near infrared absorbance.
Moisture meters based on this techBooth #208
nology exist that are fast, accurate,
and affordable (Google the term
“near infrared moisture analyzers”
to find a number of manufacturers).
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We have to figuratively put a “stake
in the ground” and decide upon a
standard method and instrument.
different amounts. I have seen methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, and chlorinated solvents used to extract cannabis samples. These extracts will vary in composition
when applied to the same sample because of the variation in properties of these solvents. The industry needs
to standardize this.
4. Varying Amounts
I have seen different laboratories use anywhere from
1–5 g of sample in an extraction. I have also seen variable amounts of extraction solvent used, from a few
to many milliliters. Of course this affects the composition of the analytes extracted from a material. The more
sample used, the more will be extracted. The more solvent perhaps the more efficient the extraction, but the
analyte concentrations will vary with the amount of solvent used.
5. Mixing and Vortexing
Once the sample and extraction solvent are in intimate
contact in a sample vial, they must be stirred up and
mixed together via some mechanism. I have seen people shake vials, use vortexers, shakers, mixers, and other contraptions. The variables here are the size and
shape of the container, the amount of sample and solvent, and the time and manner of mixing. The amount
of time spent and the manner in which mixing occurs
will affect the efficiency of the analyte extraction.
6. Filtering
When extracting plant material, it must be filtered before proceeding with analyzing the extraction obtained
from the sample. Depending upon how the solution is
filtered analytes may be left behind on the filtration medium. This can be confirmed by filtering an extract, and
then passing pure solvent through the filtration medium and analyzing it for the analytes. When filtering
the extract is often open to the environment. Different
amounts of solvent may evaporate from different samples during filtration, further adding concentration variation to the results.
7. Dilutions
For chromatographic analyses some samples may be

too concentrated to be analyzed and need to be diluted before analysis. This is particularly true of samples
high in cannabinoids, such as extracts and distillates.
At times dilution factors of 100 or more may be needed. This means that volume measurement error of less
than a drop can have a huge impact on results. Laboratories vary in how they dilute and how much they dilute
contributing to the inter-laboratory variation problem.
8. Variation in Extraction Efficiency and Not
Extracting to Exhaustion
For any extraction technique to be accurate it should
pull out all of the analytes in a sample not just a fraction.
Even if your extraction technique gets reproducible
numbers, it will not compare to other laboratories who
may pull out more or less of an analyte from the same
sample because of variations in extraction efficiency. This variation is caused by the variables discussed
above. The solution to this problem is for all laboratories to extract to exhaustion to make sure all the analyte
is extracted from all samples. This means performing
studies by extracting the same samples over and over
again and measuring analyte concentrations until they
reach zero. Then, a method needs to be developed for
all samples to insure all analytes are extracted all the
time. If all laboratories extracted to exhaustion they
would each pull the same amount of analytes from the
same samples, and much of the inter-laboratory variation problem would go away.
9. Human Error
As we have seen, the extraction methods for preparing samples for chromatography involve a significant
amount of manual sample preparation. Being who we
are, human beings are bound to make mistakes when
preparing samples, which contributes to the inter-laboratory variation problem. The solution to this problem
is better training, or use of analytical methods that require less manual sample preparation (13).

Solutions—A Golden Analytical Method
The definition of accuracy is how far away one is from
the true value (10). In cannabis analysis there are currently no standard reference materials such as a standard marijuana bud or hemp distillate. Recently I learned
NIST is working on standard reference materials for
hemp analysis but that might not be available for years
(13). On the marijuana side there will not be standard
reference materials until Federal legalization occurs.
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The industry needs to decide on
a standard sample preparation
protocol and analysis method, or
else the inter-laboratory variation
problem will continue to plague us.
What are we to do then? We have to figuratively put
a “stake in the ground” and decide upon a standard
method and instrument, and calibrate all instruments
with respect to this “golden” one. For example, for potency analysis high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) should be preferred (12), and we need to
standardize on a sample preparation method, calibration method, and instrument. Once we have a “golden” HPLC and method, other chromatograph and spectrometer instruments could be calibrated to the golden
one, and then used for analysis going forward (13).
The advantages of spectroscopy are very little sample preparation, removing the human error associated
with extensive manual sample preparation. Also, spectroscopic methods of cannabis analysis are fast and inexpensive, allowing for more representative sampling
to be performed.
As I have pointed out in the past, the method of
Giese, Lewis, Giese, and Smith (12) should be the method the industry adopts in terms of sample preparation,
HPLC to determine cannabinoids, and gas chromatography with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) to determine terpenes. I have witnessed this method in action at multiple third party laboratories. As part of my
own work, I have correlated HPLC results to mid-infrared (IR) results on the same sample set at several laboratories using different HPLC potency methods. I always obtain the best correlation to laboratories using
the method of Giese and colleagues. Assuming mid-IR
is an unbiased, independent, orthogonal method, this
indicates the Giese and colleagues method is the best.

Conclusions
The phenomenon of inter-laboratory variation is a real
problem in cannabis analysis. Part of the problem is
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variation in sample preparation across laboratories.
Variables such as grinding, moisture content, extraction solvent, varying amounts of sample and solvent,
and human error contribute to the problem. The industry needs to decide on a standard sample preparation
protocol and analysis method, or else the inter-laboratory variation problem will continue to plague us.
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run the same sample over and over again and calculate
a precision value.
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Engineering Considerations for the cGMP
Manufacture of Hemp and Hemp Products
As the global hemp industry continues to mature, the rules and regulations that encompass the space
are constantly evolving. Hemp businesses preparing for success and scaling for future growth have
a variety of best practices to consider, but one set of regulations becoming increasingly important
in the early stages is current good manufacturing practices (cGMPs or GMPs). GMPs are the rules
and regulations that ensure the quality, safety, and efficacy of food or pharmaceutical products
by addressing all aspects of the production process. GMP certification is becoming paramount
for hemp extraction facilities looking to remain competitive and align with international industry
standards. This column discusses some of the most important considerations involved in the GMP
certification process.

W

ith the passing of the 2018
U.S. Farm Bill, which allowed
for the federal legalization of
hemp production and interstate transport, consumer products containing
hemp-derived compounds such as cannabidiol (CBD) have continued to expand in number and scope. CBD health,
nutrition, and food products are readily accessible through a number of retail
and online outlets and the variety and
number of these products is continuing
to increase (1,2). The use of hemp-derived compounds such as CBD will likely
continue to expand into other markets.
For instance, CBD usage is currently being evaluated for pharmaceutical applications (3–5), which will likely serve to increase the rigor at which producers of
hemp and hemp-derived compounds
manufacture their products.
Manufacturers of hemp-derived
products are evaluating quality certification programs such as current good
manufacturing process (cGMP) manufacturing strategies to differentiate
their products from competitors, enable the use of hemp raw materials in
high quality or high margin products,
and to access highly regulated industries like pharmaceutics. The use

of cGMP manufacturing and subsequent certification programs such as
the ISO 9000 and ISO 9001 series of
standards allow raw materials and finished goods to be used in quality defined and controlled consumer and
pharmaceutical products.
As the boutique and industrial
hemp production and extraction industries mature and expand into other
applications, there has been a growing interest in cGMP certification for
food grade processes. For example,
cGMP principles have been applied
to a number of hemp processes and
products including:
• CBD production
• Finished consumer goods
containing CBD
• Terpene isolation and use
A quick side note on good agricultural practices (GAP) versus GMP: GAP
are the precursor to GMP. This will ensure the safe, hygienic, and quality
production of the agricultural product
(that is, propagation and cultivation)
prior to manufacturing (6).
Messaging from the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) describes
cGMP practices as, “providing for systems that assure the proper design,
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monitoring, and control of manufacturing processes and facilities” (7,8).
To summarize statements made in the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 21
Parts 110 and 117, the FDA describes
the content of a cGMP system in food
grade manufacturing to include the
following principles:
1. A review and qualifications
of a cGMP system
2. The definition and applicability
of a hazard analysis and riskbased evaluation strategies
of manufacturing and
production processes
3. Supply chain considerations from
raw materials through finished
goods and after-market monitoring
4. The establishment of defined and
followed practices that lead to the
production of a consistent product
5. Considerations in process and
finished goods qualification and
validation strategies, supported by
rational characterization strategies
Generally, the information outlined
in CFR 21 Part 117 may be concisely
described as knowing what comprises
your product, understanding your process and product, and knowing what
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process attributes define your product. Collectively, these
concepts help owners and operators understand and control
important aspects (often defined as key or critical process parameters) of product manufacturing and enable a quality evaluation and control strategy to minimize defects and variability in finished goods. The principles presented in the FDA and
other expert documents on the topic of cGMP principles can
best be described as general guidelines and typically include
aspects of a cGMP system that are required for cGMP qualification, but do not explicitly lay out a cGMP plan for the hemp
industry because every process is product-specific.
The importance of defining roles, responsibilities, and lines
of communications, as well as anticipated cGMP and certification milestones during initiation of facility development, cannot be overstated. A GMP consultant can be critical to success in obtaining cGMP certification for your facility. A list of
activities critical to the successful build and launch of a cGMP
manufacturing facility may look something like the following:
• Define target product profile (TPP)
• Identify manufacturing process flow, unit operation
functionality, and product and human safety attributes
• Conceptualize brick and mortar functionality,
flow and governing cGMP requirements
• Utilize risk-based tools including process hazards analyses
(PHA), risk assessments (RA), design qualifications
(DQ), and validation master planning (VMP) to preestablish critical processes and facilities influencing
design, construction, and qualification criteria
• Integrate process, product, personnel, material, waste,
and airflows predicated on identified risks corresponding
to cGMP requirements and good industry practice
• Initiate cGMP conforming design and installation for
architectural, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing
(MEP) systems directed at mitigation of product
contamination and assurance of operational safety
• Conduct qualification and validation
demonstrating the concepts, criteria, and RA
stated outcomes defined in master-planning
• Build a structured quality management system
(QMS) with the appropriate depth and scope
required for anticipated certifications and TPP
• Create protocols and standard operating
procedures (SOPs) to support product manufacture
and QMS needs using prequalified raw material
vendors, build bill of materials (BOM)
• Integrate analytical equipment required to
support raw material testing, in process checks
and finished product release testing
• Establish an acceptable certificate of analysis that is
supported by finished product critical quality attributes
(CQAs) and anticipated market requirements
• Staff with trained and qualified personnel, by function,
capable of demonstrating operational proficiency
within the prescribed regulated environment
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The Owner, Architect, and Engineer Triad
Ultimately, the responsibility of understanding and integrating the above list of topics into a comprehensive manufacturing, quality management, and cGMP certification
scheme (supported by a hemp-centric business model) is
the responsibility of the facility owner or senior management. To facilitate this, process owners and senior management should enlist the help of a qualified support team to
help lead facility design. This support team will likely involve
the owner and their team of staff that will be overseeing or
operating the facility, a GMP consultant to guide the owner through the cGMP requirements and certifications, and a
design team consisting of an architect, qualification and validation engineers, and mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) engineers. It is incredibly important that this complete team of experts is engaged early and often—proper
coordination is key to success.

The Architect’s Role in
the Design of a cGMP Facility
Architects are professionally licensed and specialize in designing the architectural components of a facility. While there
are architects with more cGMP experience than others, it is
ultimately the owner’s responsibility to be sure that the architect is aware of the cGMP requirements that will fall under the
architect’s scope. While the architect will not direct the cGMP
requirements, it is important to collaborate with an architect
with design expertise in cGMP facilities. Note that oftentimes,
the architect may hold the contract for the entire engineering
team as well, so it will be important to define all requirements
for the entire design team. Though they will vary from project to project, a few simple examples of items that the GMP
consultant and owner may need to define for the architecture
team are discussed in more detail below.
Product Quality Attributes
and Critical Process and Facility Parameters
In the design of a GMP facility, all attributes of design and installation are focused on the mitigation of product contamination, the conduct of robust and routine product manufacture, and the safety and efficiency of operations. The conduct
of risk analyses drive key considerations, which must be outlined for the architect upfront, driving fundamental aspects of
facility design to include airflows and pressurization schemes,
materials of construction, and equipment requirements (explored further below). During validation master-planning, a
predefined set of criteria will be established to demonstrate
conformance with the cGMPs, many of which influence the
basis of design and installation of equipment critical to the

architect and MEP engineers, with the goal of ultimately establishing cGMP conformance.
Requirements for Easily
Cleanable Walls, Floors, and Ceilings
This may include fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP), stainless
steel, or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) walls and ceilings; epoxied
floors, and coved bases between the wall and floor to create
an impervious seal between the intersection of these two surfaces, making them easier to clean and maintain. Note: pay
special attention to static charge that may build on these surfaces in classified areas containing flammable or explosive
materials and operations, and work with your architect to select the best materials to meet your needs.
Personnel Flow and Gowning Requirements
The owner will need to explain the personnel flow and
gowning requirements of the facility so that the architect
can take this into consideration when space planning.
Airlock or Vestibule Requirements
Between Corridors and Process Rooms
These spaces are explained in more detail under the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) section below.
The architect will need to know where airlocks are required
so that they can factor them into space planning.

The Engineer’s Role in
the Design of a cGMP Facility
MEP engineers are professionally licensed with expertise
in designing a facility’s mechanical (HVAC), electrical, and
plumbing systems. MEP systems are not the manufacturing process, they are the support systems that breathe life
into the manufacturing process. As a very simple definition,
these systems provide energy, create the environment within which the process lives, and remove waste. It’s important to recognize that while these engineers have deep expertise in their fields, the focus of their roles and expertise
is not necessarily to direct the cGMP specifications, but to
create systems that meet the requirements of your cGMP
specifications. As mentioned previously, the owner is responsible for determining what standards the engineers
should design to. A GMP consultant can assist with this
process and communication. As is true for the architecture
team, while the engineering team will not direct the cGMP
requirements, it is important to work with an engineering
team with design expertise in cGMP facilities. Though they
will vary from project to project, a few simple examples
of items that the GMP consultant and owner may need to
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Table I: ISO cleanroom chart (10)
Maximum Concentration Limits (particles/m3 of air) for Particles Equal to and Larger than
the Considered Sizes Shown

Cleanliness
Level

ISO Class
Number

Extremely
clean

ISO 1

10

2

ISO 2

100

24

10

4

ISO 3

1000

237

102

35

8

ISO 4

10,000

2370

1020

352

83

ISO 5

100,000

23,700

10,200

3520

832

29

ISO 6

1,000,000

237,000

102,000

35,200

8320

293

ISO 7

352,000

83,200

2930

ISO 8

3,520,000

832,000

29,300

ISO 9

35,200,000

8,320,000

293,000

≥0.1 µm

Clean

≥0.2 µm

define for the engineering team include the following items
described below.
Cleanroom Class
ISO classes of cleanroom vary from ISO 1 (extremely clean)
to ISO 9 (clean) (see Table I). There are many requirements for
each clean room class including air change rates, filter types,
and filter coverage that will impact costs associated with each
class. ISO 7 classification is often observed in hemp facilities,
but it is the owner’s responsibility to determine the appropriate cleanroom class and convey the cleanroom class to their
designers, based on information they have received from
their GMP consultant. Designers can then meet the design
requirements for the cleanroom class expected.
Equipment Cutsheets
You will have specific equipment that you have selected for
your process. It is important that your engineers receive
this information prior to beginning their design, and that
the information is complete and accurate. Inaccuracies will
result in extra design time and money spent.
Temperature and Humidity Requirements
While the HVAC system can ensure that the temperature
and humidity requirements are met, the engineering team
expects that the owner will provide these requirements.
Other Specific Requirements
There may be other requirements specific to your process or
facility. As an example, many facilities will opt to keep conduit and piping behind walls to make it easier to clean the
wall surfaces in the facility. However, some clients need access to piping for experimental changes. In this case, you may
direct your designer to design the piping and conduit so that
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≥0.3 µm

≥0.5 µm

≥1 µm

≥5 µm

it is exposed within the room, yet held off the wall so that you
can easily clean behind and around the piping and conduit to
maintain your cGMP facility requirements.

A Word About HVAC
Your HVAC designer will be critical to the success of your
cGMP facility. It is important to consider and keep in mind
what your HVAC system can and cannot do (9).
What HVAC Can’t Do
HVAC cannot clean the surfaces of a contaminated room or
equipment. The SOPs defined by the owner should specifically cover cleaning protocols. HVAC cannot compensate for
workers who do not follow procedures. Ensuring that staff is
trained and following SOPs is critical to the success of your
cGMP facility and is the owner’s responsibility. HVAC cannot
be left unmaintained. If not maintained, the HVAC systems
may not adequately meet your cGMP requirements.
What HVAC Can Do
HVAC can control airborne contaminants through proper air filtration. There are numerous levels of air filtration,
generally stated on the minimum efficiency reporting value (MERV) measurement scale. In commercial applications,
filtration will generally range from a typical MERV 8—such
as what would normally be utilized in a basic residence—
through MERV 20, which will meet the requirements of a
cleanroom. High efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters,
which will remove 99.97% of particles whose diameter is
greater than .3 μm, fall into the range of MERV 17 through
MERV 20. HEPA filters are generally utilized in cleanrooms,
among other applications. The air filtration level needs to
be considered when selecting the HVAC systems, as the
higher the MERV rating, the more air restriction there will
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be, so the fans need to be sized to overcome this static
pressure, both with an unloaded and loaded filter. Prefilters are generally utilized prior to the HEPA filters to capture the larger particles, so as to not unnecessarily load
the HEPA filter. This allows the owner to change the prefilter often (which are generally a lower cost item than the
HEPA filters), and the HEPA filter less often. Pressure gauges and simple alarms can be helpful in alerting the facility’s maintenance crew that the filters need to be changed.
Changing the filters at regular intervals is critical in meeting cGMP because an overly loaded filter will affect particulate capture rates and air change rates within the room,
potentially causing the facility to fall out of spec.
HVAC can maintain room pressure differential requirements (delta P or ΔP). Proper air cascades are critical in
ensuring that air flows from clean to dirty spaces, and not
the other way around. Areas that must remain cleaner than
surrounding areas must be kept under positive pressurization with respect to the surrounding area. This can be
done in various ways. Oftentimes an airlock, sometimes
referred to as a vestibule, is utilized in the entrance to the
cleanroom. This is a separate room with one door opening into the main corridor and another into the cleanroom.
The doors are controlled so that they cannot be opened
at the same time (either by interlocks or simply by SOP).
Fan filter units can be a low cost way to ensure that the
pressure cascades between the main corridor, airlock, and
clean room are appropriately maintained, and with the
proper filtration to protect the cleanroom.
HVAC can maintain room temperature and humidity.
Temperature and humidity are controlled via air handlers
with cooling coils and reheat coils. There are other methods to control temperature and humidity, and your mechanical engineer can determine the best type of equipment for your application. Note that while your engineer
can design and select the proper equipment to meet your
temperature and humidity needs, it is the owner’s responsibility to determine the target temperature and humidity levels, as well as the acceptable range. This will vary
depending on what the process needs are. Facility owners will often set a very tight temperature and humidity
range. Be cautious: more stringent than required temperature and humidity requirements can result in your engineer selecting an expensive HVAC system to meet the requirements, oversizing your HVAC system, and resulting in
higher than necessary utility costs to run the equipment.
Be sure to select a reasonable temperature and humidity
range for what your process requires.

Closing Remarks
For any project—but especially a cGMP facility—it is incredibly important that the owner engage their internal team that
will run the facility, a GMP consultant, architect, and engineering team early and often. Proper coordination is key to success. All team members must know their roles and responsibilities within the facility design process, and ultimately it is the
owner’s responsibility to be sure that everything is covered in
order to obtain and maintain the desired cGMP certifications.
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Cannabis Crossroads

U.S. Cannabis Academic Programs:
A Conversation with Two
Universities Leading the Way
Professor Mark Paulsen from the Department of Chemistry at Northern Michigan University and
Professor Leah Sera, PharmD, MA, BCPS, the Program Director for the Master of Science in Medical
Cannabis Science and Therapeutics at the University of Maryland School of Pharmacy discuss the
cannabis programs launched at their respective universities.
Joshua Crossney

Readers may have seen press releases related to your newly created academic cannabis program.
Can you please share more details
about your program and how it
was started?
Mark Paulsen: Our Medicinal Plant
Chemistry program is in its third
year of full operation. We will graduate our first cohort in May 2020. The
program consists of a mix of chemistry and botany core courses. The
chemistry emphasis is on analytical chemistry and plant biochemistry. Any particular student can then
combine the core courses with either our entrepreneurial track or
our bioanalytical track. In the entrepreneurial track, students combine

the science core with marketing, accounting, finance, and management
courses. The bioanalytical track is a
pure science degree with emphasis
on genetics, molecular biology, and
chemical instrumentation. All students in the program—regardless
of track—complete a senior project
in which they grow, harvest, process, and analyze a plant of medicinal interest to answer their original
research question. We also have a
regular seminar series with faculty and outside speakers who can
share information about the current
state of the industry.
The launch of the program occurred in response to our university’s
call for new and innovative programs.
We were also aware that Michigan
law was changing with regards to
safety and dosage testing of cannabis products for patients. In addition,
we had faculty members interested
in researching hemp and cannabis
secondary metabolites. Those three
factors came together as we submitted a request to offer the new major. We received some seed money
from the university to acquire critical
chemical instrumentation.
Leah Sera: We started this program to respond to an evolving
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and expanding medical cannabis industry. We saw the need for
this industry to have an educated
workforce. At the same time, several surveys had been published
over the last several years, primarily of health professionals, that indicated a knowledge gap related
to medical cannabis topics that we
felt we could address through formal education.
What were some of the obstacles
you faced in bringing this program
to life? Did you face criticism or
deal with the overarching stigma
related to cannabis?
Paulsen: The actual launch of the
program was relatively straight forward, the Provost at NMU and our
university President were quite
supportive, the board of trustees
also strongly supported the new
program. Certainly, there were and
are some members of the university and community that were skeptical or concerned, but most of the
feedback and response we have
received has been positive. One
of our goals is to place cannabis
in the context of the wide array of
plants that have been used medicinally. So, as we talk with people,
we emphasize that the program
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n this installment of “Cannabis
Crossroads,” we take a closer
look at two universities that pioneered exciting, new cannabis academic programs. I interviewed two
visionaries: Professor Mark Paulsen from the Department of Chemistry at Northern Michigan University (NMU) and Professor Leah Sera,
PharmD, MA, BCPS, the Program
Director for the Master of Science
in Medical Cannabis Science and
Therapeutics at the University of
Maryland School of Pharmacy.

Cannabis Crossroads

is not only about cannabis but is
intended to speak on medicinal
plants more broadly. We feel that
this broader scope helps minimize
some of the concern.
Sera: We faced surprisingly few obstacles in getting the program approved and launched it last August.
For the most part, everyone who
played a part in reviewing, approving, and implementing the program was curious, interested, and
invested in making it successful.
We’ve had an incredibly positive
and robust response from people
in the medical cannabis field and
from prospective students.
What has been the response to
your academic cannabis program?
How many students were you anticipating and what does the enrollment look like now?
Paulsen: I looked back at our original program proposal and we predicted 60–80 students by year
three. We are in year three with
more than 300 majors and we will
grow more next year as well. We
have not yet found a plateau. This
very positive enrollment has been
the greatest challenge over the
past three years since launch. We
have had to add more faculty more
quickly than we envisioned; we
have had to remodel existing laboratory space to accommodate
more students during the week.
Just this last fall, we completed
the conversion of ~4500 square
feet of classroom space to the Shimadzu Medicinal Plant Science facility. This laboratory renovation
happened sooner than originally
planned to accommodate our rapid growth. The university administration has been very supportive,
which has been essential because
of the large amount of resources
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we have needed to get the program
to this point.
Sera: Initially, we expected to enroll 50 students in the inaugural
class. However, we had more than
500 applicants that applied in the
six weeks between announcing the
program and the start of the first
semester. We increased the size of
the first cohort to 150 students.
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“I think that one
of the real positives of
launching this program
is that we have
attracted students
who are excited and
passionate about
learning.” -Mark Paulsen
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What partnerships were key to
getting your program up and running? Can you share any information on new, future directions or
expansions of your program?
Paulsen: A critical partner has been
Shimadzu Scientific Instruments.
Early on, we were the recipients of
an instrumentation grant from Shimadzu that allowed us to acquire a
liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS) system that has
been critical in research and teaching efforts these past three years.
More recently, NMU and Shimadzu
formed a partnership that allowed
us to equip the new Medicinal Plant
Science Facility. Our seniors graduating this year, our faculty studying
secondary metabolites, and all future students will benefit from this
partnership.
The university is set to announce
a new indoor agriculture program
that we believe will be of interest
to students who are more focused
on growing operations rather than
testing laboratories. We are also
tweaking the degree requirements
in light of what we have learned
about our students these past three
years and the Political Science Department will start offering courses
on cannabis law and cannabis public policy starting next year.
Sera: The University System of Maryland Board of Regents and the
Maryland Higher Education Commission both reviewed and approved the program last spring. We
also discussed the proposed curriculum with the Maryland Medical Cannabis Commission, who
supported our proposal to develop the MS program. Many different departments and individuals

at the University of Maryland Baltimore and the Universities at Shady
Grove have assisted with the development and implementation of the
program. It’s been a team effort!
Are there any closing thoughts or
lessons learned that you would like
to share for any readers that may
be considering developing their
own academic cannabis programs?
Paulsen: I think that one of the real
positives of launching this program
is that we have attracted to campus students who are excited and
passionate about learning and are
bringing a real energy to campus.
This energy is transforming our department in ways that I would not
have imagined.
Sera: It’s been challenging and rewarding to build this program—
seeing how enthusiastic and motivated our students are to move this
field forward is inspiring!

Conclusion
Want to learn more about these pioneering academic cannabis programs? Join us at the Cannabis Science Conference East in Baltimore,
Maryland on April 7th for two exciting sessions presented by Dr. Leah
Sera and Dr. Mark Paulsen:
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Dr. Mark Paulsen earned
a PhD in biophysical
chemistry from the Univer sit y of WisconsinMadison. He has been a
faculty member at Northern Michigan University for two decades and is currently
head of the Department of Chemistry
where he oversees the Medicinal Plant
Chemistry program.
Dr. Leah Sera is an assistant professor and Program Director for the
Master of Science in Medical Cannabis Science
and Therapeutics (MCST)
program at the University of Maryland School of Pharmacy.
Dr. Sera received her PharmD from
the University of Maryland School of
Pharmacy and completed two years of
post-graduate training, specializing in
palliative care. She is a board-certified
pharmacotherapy specialist and completed a Master of Arts in Instructional
Systems Development at the University of Maryland Baltimore County
in 2017.
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Joshua Crossney
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and editor of
“Cannabis Crossroads” and a contributing editor
to Cannabis Science and Technology magazine. Crossney is also the president and CEO of
CSC Events. Direct correspondence to:
Josh@CannabisScienceConference.com

• Turning Over a New Leaf:
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Education in Medical Cannabis,
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in Undergraduate Education,
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Back to the Root—The Role of Botany
and Plant Physiology in Cannabis Testing,
Part I: Understanding Mechanisms
of Heavy Metal Uptake in Plants
This article series will explore the effects of plant physiology on testing, including an examination
of matrix effects, how specific types of analytes are transported through plant tissues, and synthesis
pathways for compounds of interest such as terpenes and cannabinoids. This installment focuses on
the physiology of heavy metal transport and translocation into and within plant tissues. It includes a
brief explanation of the plant vascular system, how it functions, and how ions enter and move within
this system. It finishes with a discussion of how nonessential, toxic substances (that is, heavy metals)
enter plant systems, where they accumulate, and potential implications for testing.

W

elcome to part I of the “Back to the Root” series of articles, where we will be delving into
the botany of cannabis. Because all cannabis
products begin with a plant, it behooves us to investigate the botanical nature of our matrix. Cannabis has
proven to be a highly complex matrix and this complexity is directly tied to its botanical nature. A plant is a stationary organism; it cannot run away from threats, locate
new resources when an area is depleted, or search out

a mate. Instead plants use the language of chemistry to
attract pollinators or herbivore predators, respond to
threats with defense compounds, or direct the growth of
new biomass. The goal of this article series is to help illuminate how understanding the botanical nature of cannabis is intrinsic to effective testing.

Plant Physiology
Our focus today is on heavy metal ions, particularly how
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they enter and move in plant tissues.
When considering the movement of
heavy metal ions into and throughout plant tissues, a basic understanding of plant anatomy is a prerequisite.
Plants can be divided into two basic
anatomical regions—the roots, consisting of everything below ground
and the shoots, which is everything
above ground such as the stems,
leaves, and flowers.
To conduct water, essential nutrients, and the products of photosynthesis between the roots and shoots,
plants have a two-part vascular system. The phloem transports photosynthates from “source to sink,” that
is, it moves these compounds from
where they are produced to where
they are consumed. The xylem transports water and dissolved minerals
from roots to shoots. While the phloem can move in both directions, the
xylem is unidirectional. Another key
difference between these systems
is that the phloem consists of living
cells that can assist in active transport,
while the xylem tissue is dead at maturity and can function only via passive transport. This distinction is important because, as we will discuss in
more detail later, it means that ions
must be actively transported into the
xylem by surrounding cells.
To maintain enough water to prevent wilting or death, plants have
two primary means of facilitating the
movement of water into the plant so
that it can be distributed by the xylem. The most dramatic and effective
means of drawing water out of the
soil, which is effectively a concentrated solution, up to the top of a very tall
tree is through transpiration. Transpiration is the evaporative loss of water
from the shoots, which is controlled
by the opening and closing of stomata, specialized pores embedded in
the surface of the leaves that facilitate
gas exchange. When the stomata are
open, the pressure potential of the
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plant becomes very negative, creating a vacuum effect that draws water
into the plant, moving it from roots
to shoots. This flow of water into the
plant and through the xylem as a result of transpiration is referred to as
the transpiration stream.
The other secondary method for
drawing water into the plant is by increasing the solute concentration of
the roots, where most water uptake
occurs. Concentration is increased by
active transport of ions into the xylem
from surrounding living cells, causing water to flow into and up the xylem. This phenomenon, referred to as
root pressure, is most likely to occur at
times when transpiration has stopped
or slowed, such as at night or during
times of stress, and water concentration in the soil is high.

Mineral Uptake
Now that we have some understanding of the forces that move water
from soil to plant we can discuss how
minerals make their way into the vascular system. Most water and mineral absorption occurs in the youngest parts of the roots. The transport
of minerals into the root is thought
to be an active process that is energy dependent (1). We know that the
concentration of essential minerals
in root tissue is significantly higher than the surrounding soil, making
the concentration gradient unfavorable for passive transport. By pumping protons out of the root cells, the
positive charge of the soil increases
creating a gradient that drives desirable cations into the cell by means
of specialized transport channels.
As we will see later, these transport
channels don’t exclude chemically
similar ions, making them a possible
entry point for heavy metals.
Once a substance enters the root, it
must make its way through the root tissue to the phloem and xylem systems
located in the core. There are three
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possible pathways that substances
can utilize to travel through the root
cells on their way to xylem and phloem. The apoplastic pathway travels
passively along the cell wall, without
entering the cell itself. Minerals cannot be transported using this pathway, although water can travel apoplastically through some of the root.
Once it reaches a strip of specialized
cells that serve as the gatekeepers to
the xylem and phloem, it must use
another pathway called the symplastic pathway. The symplastic pathway
travels actively from cell to cell along
a highway of cytoplasmic threads
(plasmodesmata). Minerals must use
this pathway because they require
active transport. Once the minerals
reach the inner root tissue, they are
actively secreted by surrounding cells
into the mature, nonliving cells of the
xylem. The transmembrane pathway
travels through the plasma and vacuole membranes of cells. Vacuoles
are special organelles found in plant
cells that are used for storage and to
support the cell wall; wilting is caused
by vacuoles shrinking away from the
plant cell wall because there is not
enough water to keep them turgid.
To recap, the movement of minerals requires two active, energy dependent steps. The first occurs during mineral uptake at the root surface,
and the second when minerals are secreted into the xylem by nearby living
cells. Once mineral ions have entered
the xylem, they are swept up by the
transpiration stream and distributed
throughout the plant. Some of the
ions will move laterally throughout
the roots and stems, while others will
continue on to the leaves. Some ions
remain in the transpiration stream
and are delivered to the leaves
where they escape into the atmosphere through the stomata. However,
most ions will be actively transferred
to the phloem in the leaves, entering the assimilation stream. From
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the assimilation stream they can be
transferred to the youngest parts of
the plant or to reproductive organs,
such as the flower of a cannabis plant.
Interestingly, there is no direct exchange between flowers or young
shoots and the xylem; the phloem always acts as an intermediary.

Heavy Metal Uptake
With the physiological transport of
water and mineral ions throughout
plant tissues in mind, we can talk
more specifically about heavy metal
uptake, which refers to the movement
of ions from the soil into the plant.
This discussion will focus on arsenic,
lead, cadmium, and chromium because they have been well researched
from a plant-physiology perspective.
Plant heavy metal uptake is dependent on several factors that affect metal availability and mobility, such as
the chemical form and speciation of
the metal, soil pH, and soil composition. Furthermore, these variables directly impact each other and therefore cannot be viewed independently.
Take arsenic for example. The speciation of arsenic directly determines
its bioavailability; as As(III) it is much
less mobile in the soil, and thus less
bioavailable than As(V) which has
greater soil mobility (2). Soil pH also
impacts the chemical form of arsenic
in the soil and thus its bioavailability.
Low soil pH (pH <4) tends to increase
plant uptake of arsenic by enhancing its ability to complex with iron (2).
Soil composition plays a role as well,
since the presence of either manganese or iron oxides will increase arsenic uptake (2). So, a combination
of low soil pH and high iron content
together will increase the bioavailability of arsenic. Once a heavy metal makes it close enough to a root
cell for plant uptake it enters via the
symplastic pathway. Heavy metals often enter plant tissues via the same
mechanisms through which desirable,

essential minerals such as nitrogen
or phosphorous are acquired. Arsenic generally enters plant tissues as
As(V), through phosphate transport
channels (2). This means that it competes with phosphate for root uptake
because of their chemical similarities.
The speciation of chromium, pH of
the soil, and soil composition all impact its bioavailability. Chromium enters the roots symplastically, as either
Cr(III) or Cr(VI) (2). A pH greater than
5 can decrease Cr(III) solubility by increasing the formation of chromium
oxide Cr(OH)3 (3). On the other hand
a pH below 5 can decrease the mobility, and thus plant uptake, of Cr(III) because it results in greater adsorption
of Cr(III) to clays and oxide minerals
in the soil (3). This effect is highly dependent on soil composition; specifically, it is seen in soils with high clay or
metal oxide content. So here again we
can see that pH in conjunction with soil
composition has a combined effect on
chromium bioavailability. Chromium
enters plant tissues by undergoing reduction, complexation with root exudates, or a combination of the two (2).
For cadmium, uptake is primarily
impacted by the presence and concentration of specific minerals in the
soil. Manganese enrichment of the
soil can increase cadmium uptake
while high iron levels will decrease it
(2). Furthermore, lowering the pH of
the soil appears to increase cadmium uptake by causing the chelation
of cadmium with iron (2). This tends to
occur when there is an iron deficiency that causes the plant to secrete organic acids into the soil in an attempt
to increase iron uptake (2). This suggests that cadmium enters plants
through the cellular mechanism that
facilitates iron uptake. We do know
with certainty that cadmium enters
plant cells by flowing down the electrochemical gradient used to drive
the cations of essential minerals into
the plant cell (2).
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Overall, lead has a low solubility and is not readily bioavailable to
plants (2). It tends to form complexes
with phosphates and sulfates, which
are commonly found in the root zone
since they are essential to plant nutrition (2). It seems that soil composition is the most important factor
for the uptake of lead and that nutrient depleted soils are likely to have
greater instance of lead uptake in
plants. How lead enters plant cells
is still unknown; there are no natural channels for lead uptake, but lead
can and does bind to the carboxylic groups of the uronic acid mucilage that coats the surface of the
root, protecting it from soil abrasion
(2). For this reason, lead is more commonly found as a contaminant in root
crops, potentially in greater quantities on the surface of the root rather
than within plant tissues.

Heavy Metal
Testing and Research
Because there are so many variables
that can impact heavy metal uptake,
research that seeks to address issues
of heavy metal contamination in cannabis will be necessarily complex.
When attempting to troubleshoot
contamination it will be important to
have an understanding of the metal
speciation and form in the contaminated soil. Depending on the metal contaminant, measurement of soil
pH could prove useful for elucidating
enhanced metal mobility and thus
uptake by plants. Determination of
soil composition, because it also can
directly impact mobility and uptake,
might prove useful as well. Unfortunately, to diagnose and correct metal contamination, it is likely that each
of these variables would need to be
explored. This process could be further complicated depending on the
conditions of the farm itself. Indoor
farms range from relatively to highly controlled environments, while
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outdoor farms are open systems that essentially equate
to field research.
Once a heavy metal enters a plant, several things can
happen: metals can be sequestered in root cell vacuoles or
walls, biotransformed to less toxic molecules, or transported from the roots to the shoots (translocation) (2,4). Remember that in the case of minerals, translocation occurs
primarily in the xylem for roots and stems, but minerals are
transferred to the phloem to reach the flowers and youngest shoots. Which of these options occurs is plant species
dependent. Because there is little research on heavy metal uptake in cannabis, what happens after metal uptake occurs in cannabis plants is not well understood.
The following information comes primarily from agricultural and phytoremediation research, which is extensive,
with the goal of giving the reader some idea of how these
metals might behave in cannabis plants. In general, there
are three groups that plant species can fall into for each
respective metal. Some species are able to sequester significant concentrations of toxic metals in root tissues, before increased soil concentration forces translocation to
avoid poisoning (2). Other species are more likely to translocate metals to aerial tissues and still others can maintain
equilibrium with external metal levels in their shoots and
roots until toxicity occurs (2). Further, since each metal has
unique chemical properties they often behave differently
within plant tissues.
Once arsenic has entered plant tissues in the form of
As(V), it is often reduced to As(III) or biotransformed into
a less toxic compound (2). Some of these compounds include dimethylacetamide (DMA), methyl methacylate
(MMA), or inorganic As(III) that has been complexed
with thiol groups (2). We know that plants can synthesize enough arsenic reductase because of experiments
that showed that both species of arsenic were present in
plant roots, but only As(III) was found in the plant’s shoots
(2). Research has also shown that plants grown in As(III)
amended soil will still uptake a percentage of the arsenic
after oxidizing it to As(V).
While it is possible for chromium to be translocated,
most chromium is sequestered in the vacuole or cell wall
of root cells (2). However, it has been shown that chromium mobility within the plant is dependent on its chemical form (2). As mentioned earlier, chromium uptake sometimes involves complexation with root exudates, many of
which are also organic acids. Complexation with these organic acids increases chromium solubility, making it more
mobile in the root xylem (2).
Cadmium can be stored in the vacuoles of root cells by
phytochelatins that act as chelators to bind cadmium, restricting its movement through the root (2). If cadmium is
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not bound it can move unrestricted through the root in
some plant species via a low-affinity calcium transporter. Translocation can occur in this case, but an unknown
mechanism controls and regulates translocation to the
aerial shoots (2). Certain plants that can accumulate high
concentrations of cadmium are detoxifying it by complexing cadmium with low molecular weight thiols (2).
Some plant species can detoxify lead by complexation or inactivation and the roots appear to be the primary place where lead is found (2). Lead can be bound to
plant cell walls at ion exchange sites, but unbound lead
will move towards the root core via calcium transport channels until it reaches a strip of specialized cells called the
Casparian strip (2). The Casparian strip can act as a lead
barrier to the vascular system at lower concentrations (2).
This hopefully provides a general appreciation for the
many ways that specific heavy metals behave once they
are in plant tissues. Some overarching patterns include
root sequestration, detoxification through biotransformation, or translocation.
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THERE’S MORE TO CANNABIS
CULTIVATION THAN LIGHTING
BUSWAYS AND RACEWAYS PROVIDE FLEXIBILITY AND SCALABILITY
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alk into any cannabis-grow facility, and a
quick glance at the ceiling will reveal a jungle
of suspended extension cords running from
fixture to fixture. More than likely, these same cords
are also being used to carry electricity to ceiling fans
or dehumidifiers. This power-distribution design is not
just unsightly, it does not provide operational flexibility.
Furthermore, conventional electrical systems rely heavily
on panelboards and wiring devices for distribution. To
deploy additional circuits, secondary panel boards are
often positioned in the middle of the grow floor, wasting
valuable grow space to power equipment.
Many industry professionals have yet to tap into the
innovation happening upstream of the light fixture. There
are power-distribution solutions on the market that are
driving down overall costs and introducing flexibility into
the cultivation environment.

Busways and Raceways
Overhead power systems called busways are designed
to promote reliable and flexible distribution of power
across grow environments, eliminating the need for
panelboards and unsightly extension cords. Similar to
track-lighting systems, busways can be used to form a grid
in which electricity is distributed to both lights—such as
HPS, ballasts, and UV—and other electrical loads.

SPONSORED CONTENT

That means grow lights, fans, dehumidifiers, system
controllers, and security cameras can be powered from the
same system, all in one single housing unit. This is possible
due to an open-access channel in the busway that allows
equipment to be added and relocated at any location
along the system. This level of flexibility is ideal for
businesses looking to redesign their grow layout or that
simply want the option to expand in the future.
These benefits are not restricted to overhead access only.
Surface-mounted systems called raceways are intended
to supply power to extraction labs that need the ability
to expand or relocate their access to power with ease.
Raceways also allow operators to arrange their electrical
outlets based on where they need their equipment to
most efficiently run their operation.
More and more grower businesses are looking to reduce
the massive amount of construction and design costs by
adapting existing buildings and warehouses into grow
facilities. Busways and raceways can be quickly installed,
which enables the conversion of these facilities to happen
with minimal labor costs, while also providing flexibility for
the future.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
EMAIL info@starlinepower.com or VISIT starlinepower.
com/cultivation
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The growth of your operation should never be stagnated by
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relocated to meet the changing demands of your lab. Our preassembled modules simply snap into place along the backplane
of the raceway wherever a connection to power is required.
And not only does Plug-In Raceway install quickly, there is
also no need to call in an electrician to expand power, which
will lower future maintenance costs as your business grows.
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Are There Limits to the Range of
Possible Cannabinoid Ratios in Plants?

Thomas A. Coogan

A

s cannabis emerges from the shadows of the prohibition era into the mainstream wellness market, two
corresponding forces are changing the way the product is discussed and evaluated: health-conscious consumers
are looking for specific benefits from the product, not simply
a “high;” and the simple classifications of products that have

been traditionally provided to consumers are being replaced
by sophisticated biochemical and genetic evaluations.
Cannabis products today are generally sold under colorful
strain names, often with combination names that refer to the
predecessor strains from which the new strain was bred. In addition, cannabis products are frequently categorized as being
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Strikingly similar results have been reported from a wide range of studies on the ratio of
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) to cannabidiol (CBD) concentrations in strains of cannabis. Whether
the source has been legalized markets in the west, medical markets in the U.S. and Canada, or
collections from law enforcement and researchers, three easily distinguishable types of plant have
consistently been found: THC-dominant strains (with less than 1% CBD); CBD-dominant strains (less
than 1% THC); and balanced strains with comparable concentrations of both substances. Another
consistent finding of these studies, carried out in a variety of laboratory settings, is a positive
correlation between THC and CBD levels in those plants that can make substantial quantities (>1%)
of each. The correlation between THC and CBD quantities in these varied populations suggests
that there is a fundamental property of the plant that makes some combinations impossible, for
instance, >15% THC and also >5% CBD. Such results have never shown up in published data sets of
carefully, consistently tested samples, but those were all relatively small collections. A much larger
data set has been released by the state of Washington (140,000 flower samples), and this has been
scrutinized for evidence of consistently propagated strains with higher than a 2-to-1 ratio.
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of indica or sativa origin, or more likely
as being a blend with a certain percentage of indica and sativa.
For consumers who are looking for
specific health effects from cannabis, it
is important that they are confident that
repurchasing a product with the same,
or related, strain name will give them
the same positive experience they are
seeking (and, conversely, that by avoiding other strain names they will not repeat a negative experience). As more
and more sophisticated data is collected on the contents of cannabis products and careful investigation made of
the reliability of names and classifications, it is becoming increasingly clear
that our current naming systems for
cannabis products is inadequate to reliably guide purchasers who are seeking
reproducible experiences.

Indica and Sativa Do Not
Give Meaningful Guidance
on Cannabinoid Content
The terms indica and sativa date back
more than 200 years. Originally they described the differences in plant shape
and leaf pattern, but more recently they
have been used as shorthand terms for
cannabis varieties that were considered
more sedating or more stimulating. After generations of cross-breeding, and
with abundant opportunity for misidentification and mislabeling, the validity of
these terms as a means of distinguishing expected effects has been called
into question. Over the past few years,
a number of rigorous studies of the biochemical properties of plants have
reached the conclusion that the traditional indica and sativa terminology are
not reliable indicators of the property
that is of greatest interest to consumers:
the cannabinoid profile.
Molecular genetics techniques, not
unlike those used to trace human ancestry, are now being used to investigate plants at the level of their DNA to
determine how closely related they are.
One study published this year in the
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Journal of Cannabis Research (1) from
the University of Northern Colorado
examined the relatedness of 120 samples of cannabis from three legal Western markets, covering 30 named strains.
Each strain studied was categorized according to its rating on the indica-sativa
continuum as recorded by Leafly.com.
Analysis of the strains’ genetic properties revealed poor alignment to the traditional labeling, leading the authors
to conclude that “…there is no consistent genetic differentiation between the
widely-held perceptions of Sativa and
Indica Cannabis types” (1). Their conclusion corresponds with earlier work,
notably a study from Sawler and colleagues (2), as well as another study
from the University of British Colombia (3) and a study of the strains available in the Nevada medical market (4)
that found much greater homogeneity
in the genetic and cannabinoid profile
than would be suggested by the profusion of strain names.
The accumulating evidence of the unreliability of the indica and sativa terminology has been a factor in the decision by Leafly to no longer categorize
cannabis strains by those terms (5). Instead, that organization has recognized
that the cannabinoid profile of cannabis plants is better described by one
of three terms: tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC)-dominant, cannabidiol (CBD)dominant, or balanced. The evidence
that supports this fundamental distinction among all cannabis plants is detailed in the next section.

Converging Evidence for
Three Categories of Cannabis
A range of studies during the past 15
years have established that the relative quantities of THC and CBD in cannabis plants occurs in only one of three
patterns. An assortment of investigations has produced this insight: studies
of genetic crosses; studies of the DNA
sequences of cannabinoid synthesizing
enzymes; and numerous studies of the
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cannabinoid profile of strain collections
from medical and recreational markets.
A wide range of such potency studies,
using very different collections of strains,
has produced strikingly similar results.
The great similarity in the results of
studies of cannabinoid ratios in collections of strains from a wide range of
sources points to a fundamental property of cannabis plants that is found
no matter where they are cultivated.
Across these many strain sources and
testing laboratories, the consistent finding is that the relative quantities of THC
and CBD can only be in one of three
patterns: either there are equivalent
concentrations of both substances; or
one compound is dominant, with only
trace levels of the other. Evidence supporting this three-part classification is
presented here from five studies. Each
of these studies used a scatter plot to
display the relative amounts of THC and
CBD in individual strains, and in each of
these charts the data points separate
neatly into three clusters.
The earliest study in this group was
a 2003 cross-breeding experiment by
de Meijer and colleagues that examined the offspring of high THC plants
crossed with high CBD plants, and their
progeny (6). The scatter plots (Figure 1)
of the THC (y-axis) and CBD content (xaxis) show three distinct clusters. High
THC plants (with little CBD) are clustered on the y-axis, the high CBD (and
low THC) plants are clustered on the xaxis, and the cluster that sloped up the
middle of the chart had comparable
quantities of each. The 1:2:1 ratio of the
three types in the progeny of the crosses was interpreted by the authors as evidence for one genetic locus, with two
codominant alleles, that control the relative quantities of THC and CBD.
A study from the University of Indiana
(7) examined 157 strains of cannabis
that were collected from breeders, researchers, gene banks, and law enforcement. The cannabinoid profile in that
disparate collection of strains conforms
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Figure 1: Cross-fertilization produces clusters in 1:2:1 ratio. A
scatter plot of the concentrations of CBD (x-axis) and THC (y-axis)
in the progeny of crosses between strains that were high in THC
or CBD. Three clusters are easily recognized, and were interpreted as evidence for a single genetic locus that controls the ratio of
the two substances. Reprinted with permission from reference 6.
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Figure 2: Three phenotypes identified in collection of strains
from 157 varied sources. A scatter plot of the concentrations
of CBD (x-axis) and THC (y-axis), tested in a single laboratory, in
strains collected from growers, law enforcement, and gene banks.
Reprinted with permission from reference 7.

very closely to the three cluster result of the cross-breeding
study (Figure 2). Similarly, a 2015 study of 210 strains from the
Canadian medical program’s License Providers demonstrated the same clustering of three types in scatter plots (Figure
3) of THC and CBD concentrations (with the x- and y-axes reversed from the earlier figures). A comparable study of 245
strains tested in New Jersey’s medical marijuana program (8)
revealed the same pattern of three clusters: THC-dominant,
balanced, and CBD-dominant strains, though the vast majority of the strains tested in the New Jersey medical program
were the THC-dominant type (Figure 4).

Figure 3: Three clusters evident in strains available from Canadian
Licensed Providers for the medical program. The scatter plot shows
the concentrations of THC (x-axis) and CBD (y-axis) in 210 strains
tested in 2015. Reprinted with permission from Dr. Jonathan Page.

The largest collection of strain testing results came from
the state of Washington’s recreational program (9). In this
study, published by Jikomes and Zoorob, more than 160,000
test results from 23 independent laboratories were reviewed.
This effort produced a wealth of data on consistency and variation in strain identity, as well as on laboratory-to-laboratory
consistency. A scatter plot of THC versus CBD concentrations
resulted in the three-cluster arrangement that mirrors the results of other studies (Figure 5). These authors used the relative concentrations to classify each strain as being of Chemovar Type I (high THC), Type II (balanced), or Type III (high CBD).
The common pattern of three distinct clusters on these
scatter plots provides strong evidence that this is a fundamental property of cannabis plants. The commonality of the
result is all the more striking when the range of sources, both
in material and methods, is considered. The laboratories that
conducted the cited studies were: a single state-run laboratory; a single academic laboratory; commercial laboratories
serving a single medical market; and numerous commercial
laboratories serving a fast-growing recreational market. The
material tested came from highly controlled medical markets,
a recreational market that responds to varied market demand,
and strain collections that pre-date the current liberalized legal environment. For all of these studies to produce such similar results strongly suggests that there are very few patterns
possible in the ratio of cannabinoids.

THC and CBD Are Present
Proportionally in Blended Strains
The clarity of the three distinct clusters in these studies is
in part because of the very striking distribution of the data
points in the middle of the scatter plots. In each of the scatter
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Figure 5: A large data set from the state of Washington recreational market shows the
same three clusters of strain types that has been documented in small samples. A scatter
plot of the concentrations of THC (x-axis) and CBD (y-axis) in strains from hundreds of
growers; data is from two dozen testing laboratories and was collected and made available by the state regulatory authority. Reprinted with permission from reference 9.

plots, the middle cluster, from strains
that contain appreciable quantities of
both THC and CBD, is tightly bunched
and appears centered on an upwardsloping line.
The upward slope of the center cluster might be casually overlooked, or
thought of as expected and “normal,”
but such a consistent finding, especially across such varied studies, merits some scrutiny. As THC and CBD
(more specifically, their acidic forms
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tetrahydrocannabinolic acid [THCA]
and cannabidiolic acid [CBDA]) are synthesized from the same precursor molecule cannabigerol acid (CBGA), a naive assumption might be that as the
plant makes more THCA it would make
less CBDA, and vice versa. If that were
so, the points in the middle of the scatter plots would have a downward slope,
a reverse correlation. But the clear result, and one that appears to be common to all cannabis strains, is that in
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balanced-type plants that can accumulate significant (>1%) concentrations of
both THC and CBD, the two substances are present in proportional quantities. Balanced plants with high THC also
have high CBD (toward the top right of
the scatter plot), and those with lower
THC have lower CBD (toward the bottom left of the center cluster).
The clarity of the clustering in the
scatter plots also calls attention to the
white spaces, and raises the question
of whether there are certain combinations of cannabinoids that are impossible to find in a single plant. Note the sectors in these plots do not contain any
data points: above a certain concentration of THC, it appears that the CBD level must be miniscule, so that a strain with
15% THC and 5% CBD is not found on
these plots. This is most clear in the plots
with fewer data points, and less clear
in the plot of thousands of data points
from the state of Washington. A principal finding, though, of that study on the
state of Washington data, was evidence
for reporting inflated THC levels. The
question remains, then, whether certain
combinations of cannabinoids simply
have not been reported, or are actually
not possible. A closer examination of the
Washington data may reveal whether it
contains good evidence for some combinations of cannabinoid concentrations
that have not been reported elsewhere,
in smaller collections, or whether they
represent “noise” in a very large and
poorly controlled testing environment.

Are Strains with >15% THC
and >5% CBD Possible?
To search for cannabis strains that posses a rare combination of THC and
CBD, that have not been reported in
small collections, a thorough re-examination has been made of the full database of test results made available by
the Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Board. This collection was produced for the study by Jikomes and Zoorob (9) and they have made it available

THC versus CBD concentrations in Washington strains
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Figure 6: A scatter plot of the concentrations of THC (x-axis) and CBD (y-axis) in a subset of strains available in the state of Washington recreational market data set: just the
6800 entries that had a CBD concentration greater than 1% are plotted (note the sharp
cut-off of data points at the bottom of the cluster closest to the x-axis).

for others to query. The in-between
data points, those that are not easily assigned to the three identified clusters, were investigated to look for reliable evidence for certain cannabinoid
profiles that have not been documented in small collections. It may be that if
enough plants are tested, any combination of THC and CBD concentrations
might be found. An alternative view is
that such results are simply “noise” in a
very large data set, one that has been
generated by many different laboratories and protocols.
Searching for results that do not fit
the mold, which may either be exceptions to the rule or noise, must be done
while bearing in mind important caveats. One of the conclusions of the Jikomes and Zoorob study of this collection is that there was evidence of
“cannabinoid inflation” by some laboratories. Their finding of “systematic differences in the cannabinoid content reported by different laboratories”
has to be considered as one possible
source of unexpected results. Identifying anomalies and getting a handle on
the scope of unreliable results, though,
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should not ruin the credibility and usefulness of the data set as a whole.
The goal of the investigation of the
state of Washington data collection was
to get an indication whether the test results that lie between the typical clusters are:
• simply anomalous test results (noise
in the testing and reporting system);
• anomalous plants (test results
are accurate but the phenotype
is not reliably cultivated); or
• reliable results (a consistent
property of a strain or grower).
The Washington test results were
generated between June 2014 and May
2017, and the full data set totals 215,286
entries (10). Each entry, with a unique
identification number, includes strain
name, the name of the grower and the
testing laboratory, the test date, and
reported values for total THC and total CBD concentrations. Each entry
is also identified by the type of product tested (flower, extract, wax, edible); thus the data set can be culled
to just flower product, and the number of entries is reduced to 146,768.
That quantity of entries still presents a
challenge for common data analysis
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Figure 7: A plot of the percentage that CBD contributes to the
combined concentration of THC and CBD in a subset of strains
available in the state of Washington recreational market. The plateau areas in this plot of 6800 entries represent the three recognized strain types that are clustered in scatter plots: starting at
the lower left part of the graph, a large number of THC-dominant
strains to which CBD contributes less than 10% of the combined
value; the center plateau contains the balanced strains; and a
smaller number of CBD-dominant strains are at top right. An interesting set of data points appears at the slope between the
first and second plateaus: strains in which CBD is reported to
contribute between 11% and 45% of the total (corresponding to
THC–CBD ratios between 8.5 and 1.2).

methods; in preparing their scatter plots of cannabinoid concentrations, Jikomes and Zoorob subsampled the data to allow visualization.
To further reduce the data set, and to focus on the strains
that fall between the clusters on plots of THC and CBD, the
set of all flower results was cut-off to only those entries that
have a CBD value greater than 1%. With that restriction, the
data set reduced to 6818 entries, and the scatter plot shown
in Figure 6 can be generated with standard plotting tools.
The three expected clusters are evident, as they are in scatter plots of smaller collections, but many more entries lie between the most concentrated clusters, leaving some uncertainty about which cluster they belong to.
The conspicuousness of the points between clusters can
be misleading in a plot with so many points. Just as a single
star is more noticeable in a dark part of a sky than if it were in
the midst of a dense galaxy, so the isolation of the points between clusters can appear more prominent when there are so
many data points and the clusters are especially dense. In addition, the deletion of the entries with CBD >1% has substantially thinned the THC-dominant cluster at the bottom of the chart.
To isolate those in-between data points, a new measure
was calculated: the percentage of the sum of THC and CBD
that is from CBD. A plot of the percent of cannabinoid from
CBD shows a very interesting pattern (Figure 7). This bar chart
of 6818 items is so dense that it appears to be a curve, with an
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Figure 8: A scatter plot of the concentrations of THC (x-axis)
and CBD (y-axis) in a subset of strains in the state of Washington
data set that fall between the clusters (“slope” subset). This collection of points was plotted after removing duplicate samples
(the same strain from the same grower tested by one laboratory
on the same day).

interesting shape that provides a new way to identify clusters:
beginning at lower left, there is a long flat area with low CBD
percentage that are the THC-dominant strains; a steep upward slope, then a rising plateau are the balanced strains; and
a smaller plateau with the highest CBD percentage are the
CBD-dominant strains.
The in-between strains are at the slope of values between
11% and 45% for CBD as a percentage of the combined cannabinoids. This subgroup was further reduced by calculating
the ratio of THC to CBD, and selecting those entries with ratios between 2 and 8; too many of the entries with a ratio of
1–2 were of very low CBD concentration and are not in the set
we are seeking. A scatter plot of just the resulting 465 “slope”
entries (Figure 8) show that this data reduction has captured
the very points we wish to investigate: do these represent
plants that are exceptions to the defined clusters, or do they
simply represent testing noise?
With the data set reduced to this manageable size by selecting the “slope” entries, a closer scrutiny of each entry is
feasible. For many entries, this examination revealed duplicate samples: unique identification numbers for the same
strain name from the same grower tested on the same day by
the same laboratory. Duplicate samples with equivalent cannabinoid profile do not add to our understanding of the validity of the slope entries, so duplicates were removed.
Removing samples with identical profiles, though, raises
another topic that was a focus area of the Jikomes and Zoorob study, in addition to variation between laboratories, and
that is strain consistency. Close examination of the data set reduced by removal of duplicate samples turned up a number of
anomalous results. For 19 sets of entries, covering 49 entries in
total, different tests of the same strain from the same grower,
conducted on the same day by the same laboratory (usually
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Figure 9: Examples of problem test results in the state of Washington collection. In
each chart, THC concentration is on x-axis and CBD concentration is on y-axis. (a) Four
widely divergent sets of concentrations reported for one strain name from one grower
tested by one laboratory on one day. It is impossible to know which of these values is
most accurate. (b) Remarkably consistent concentrations for 10 different strains from one
grower tested on one day by one laboratory. Though one grower may have developed
and tested 10 strains with such similar properties, the consistency calls into question the
diligence of the laboratory in determining the true values. (c) A set of data from one
laboratory generated over 3 months, testing one strain for one grower. Though the THC
concentration stayed very consistent, the CBD concentration shifted significantly higher
over the sequence of tests. (d) A scatter plot of the THC and CBD concentrations for all
of the entries with the strain name “Harlequin.” The 287 entries have a wide range of values, and the clusters resemble the collection of 6800 entries from which this subset were
drawn (Figure 6). There are a few data points in the area of interest between the clusters,
but the wide dispersion of results means that this strain name cannot be used as a reliable
guide to other product with similar properties.

recorded within an hour of each other)
had such discrepancies in the reported
values as to call them into question. An
extreme example of this is shown in Figure 9a: five samples of the same strain
tested on the same day show THC values from 3.9% to 11.7% and CBD values from 2.5% to 8.5%. There is no way
now to go back and determine which
of these is the most accurate number.
These 19 sets of entries also raise questions about other results that are outliers, but for which there is no comparator value that would allow us to identify
an anomalous result. This sort of data
adds to the concern that testing noise
is a contributor to the subset of results

that fall between clusters.
A different sort of anomalous result
in shown in Figure 9b: rather than individual results showing too much discrepancy, these results show more uniformity than should be expected. In
this case, 10 different strains from one
grower were tested on the same day by
one laboratory, and the results are curiously consistent. While the THC values range from 5.7% to 11.8%, the CBD
values are in a very tight range, from
1.1–1.2% with only one as high as 1.5%.
Such a result is not impossible of course,
and might be plausible if each of these
strains was proprietary to the grower (leaving aside the business logic of
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growing 10 strains with the same profile). A check on the strains in question,
though, show several strain names that
are very common in this data set (Dutch
Treat and Snoop’s Dream). The values in
this suspect set are unlike the results of
hundreds of other entries that have the
same strain name, but are from other
growers. This is another set of points
between the clusters that we would
conclude is not reliable evidence for
plants with unique properties.
A different type of anomalous result,
the flip side to the curious consistency in the CBD values of entries with different names, is illustrated in Figure 9c:
a set of 12 tests of a single strain name,
done over 3 months for one grower,
with striking consistency in the THC values (10 results between 15.1 and 15.9),
but with CBD values that increase from
1.08 to 4.2. The increase in the reported CBD values occurs sequentially over
the 3 months of testing with only minor deviation. For one strain from one
grower to shift, steadily and smoothly,
from a THC–CBD ratio of 14.7 to 3.7 in
3 months, without a change in the THC
value, is a remarkable result.
Putting aside those results where
there is a clear question about reliability,
we are left with a set of 354 “slope” entries that fall between the clusters, and
now we can investigate if there are consistent results in them or whether they
are better regarded as noise. The next
path to look for a reliable finding was to
investigate strain names that are overrepresented in this set. Several of the
most common strain names in the full
data set are also the most common in
this “slope” subset, for example Harlequin and Cannatonic. As pointed out by
Jikomes and Zoorob in their study, there
is considerable evidence that common
strain names have been applied to
plants with very dissimilar characteristics. This is evident in a scatter plot of
cannabinoid concentrations for all of
the 287 entries (in the set of 6818) with
the strain name “Harlequin” (Figure 9d).
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The majority of entries are in the blended cluster at the center of the plot, but
there is wide divergence, making this
plot appear as a microcosm of the population as a whole (compare Figure 6).
Looking for consistent representation of certain strains or growers in the
“slope” subset produces something of
a mixed bag of results. Considerable
dispersion exists in both strain names
and growers: the final set of 354 entries
contains 271 different strain names and
come from 179 separate growers. Of
the different strain names, only eight
represent more than 1% of the total
population, and several of these names
are just as common in the population as
a whole as in this select subset.
The 354 entries being investigated for
reliable evidence of plants that fall between the clusters are just 0.24% of the
total number of flower test results in the
full database. Of these, only 43 are reported as having >15% THC and >5%
CBD. In this most select subset, there
are a few entries with repeated strain
names, but each of these has its own
data issues. In one case, there are four
entries with the same strain name from
the same grower, but these four samples, tested over 2 weeks in 2015, were
entirely unlike the other 110 samples
from that grower tested over the subsequent 3 years, all of which had conventional blended (1:1) THC and CBD
values. It is possible that strain spuriously produced plants high in both THC
and CBD in one instance, but that strain
name does not provide a reliable guide
to finding it again.
Similar problems are encountered
when looking at results from individual growers who had more than one entry with >15% THC and >5% CBD. One
strain name from a grower with two entries in this subset had a strain with a
THC value of 16.8% and CBD of 5.5%,
but all of the other data about this strain
makes this appear to be a simple clerical
error: 23 other tests of this strain name,
from three growers, were reported
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as CBD-dominant. This is particularly made clear when we see that on the
same day of the results in question, another laboratory tested the same strain
from the same grower and reported reverse values: 5.5% THC and 14.4% CBD.
Another grower had two entries in this
set, but one strain had samples tested by different laboratories two weeks
apart, one with 19.1% THC and 1.5%
CBD and the other with 24.2% THC and
5.9% CBD. The second test was done by
the laboratory flagged by Jikomes and
Zoorob for reporting THC results “significantly higher (p < 0.001; Wald test) than
all other labs,” suggesting this could be
a case of a spurious laboratory result.
A search for reliable strain names or
growers in the set of entries with >15%
THC and >5% CBD did not prove fruitful, casting doubt on the idea that such
strains can be consistently produced, if
they exist at all. There are some promising hints, however, that there are reliable plant characteristics in the range
of >15% THC and >2% CBD. There are
a few strain names that are over-represented in this subset, though they are
not exclusive to it: Lavender and Green
Crack have enough entries in this subset, without obvious data problems,
that they are promising leads to continue a search for strains that fall between
the clusters.

Conclusion
The lack of reliable evidence for strains
with cannabinoid concentrations that
fall outside of the three clusters (THCdominant, CBD-dominant, and balanced) does not necessarily mean that
such strains cannot exist; after all, absence of evidence is not the same as evidence of absence. It may be the case
that growers have concluded that there
is not a market for strains with 15% THC
and 5% CBD, and so have not attempted to initiate or propagate any plants
with that combination. However, with all
of the incentive for innovation in competitive markets and the interest in new
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experiences, it seems that someone
would try to address this niche. The evidence from the very large Washington
data set is that if such a strain is possible,
it is a spontaneous occurrence which
has not been reliably propagated.
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Scaling Up Facilities for Hemp
and Cannabis Production:
An Engineering Primer
The challenges of scale-up are not insurmountable. Resources are available for start-ups and small
businesses to overcome and develop plans to scale-up. This support needs to be a holistic approach.
Learning from others and planning can help entrepreneurs avoid common pitfalls of scale-up.
Here, we outline a holistic approach to scaling up.
Charles Jabara

N

ow is a time of great opportunity for cannabis and
hemp entrepreneurs. Consumers are demanding more choices, and e-commerce is connecting buyers and sellers worldwide. Startups can grow in
new ways and more rapidly than was previously possible,
but when success maxes out production capacity, the entrepreneur faces a new challenge—scaling up hemp and
cannabis production to keep up with demand.
Scale-up is an exciting time with much hope and promise, however, it is also a vulnerable time for new businesses. Innovators who do not plan ahead can make tragic
mistakes and suffer losses too great to survive. The challenges of scale-up are not insurmountable. Plenty of entrepreneurs have succeeded, and you can too.
Resources are available for start-ups and small businesses to overcome and develop plans to scale-up. This
support needs to be a holistic approach. Learning from
others and planning can certainly help entrepreneurs
avoid the common pitfalls of scale-up.
This article outlines a holistic approach to scaling up
including:
• Understanding and controlling feedstocks
• Navigating regulatory and compliance
requirements as it relates to manufacturing
• The importance of the strategic facility methodology
for your design with the end products in mind
• Determination of your manufacturing plant’s
capabilities, purification levels, and processes
• Utilization of cannabis and hemp-based
scoping strategies
Let’s take a closer look at each of these strategies.
Note that some supplementary information related to
each of these topics can be found within reference 1.

Understanding and Controlling Feedstocks
Not to get too elementary, but as in all cases of farming,

understanding and controlling the quality of feedstock
is absolutely essential to delivering a consistent product. In this market, we are growing our feedstock. It
is not synthetically derived; it is developed through a
series of genetic mutations. We create clones from a
mother plant to arrive at optimum characteristics: larger buds, more oil, and stronger, more tolerant stocks.
This is not earth-shattering information. But once you
arrive at the feedstock that offers you the best oil or the
best isolate (or whatever attributes you require on the
backend of the processing), you must be able to control
and nurture it, and prevent it from being adulterated.
That’s not always so easy. If a third party is providing the feedstock, you are trusting them to nurture the
feedstock, so that when it is introduced to the plant facility for processing, it yields the intended product.
For now, the cannabis market is largely self-regulated
and therefore not strong in terms of quality assurance.
That can be dangerous in terms of consistent quality of
product. It demands that you do all you can to control
your feedstock and understand the supply chain for the
downstream piece, and to have confidence in the consistency of your final product.
If you are not controlling the feedstock on your own,
audit the provider from whom you will get product. Understand how they grow and what their cycles are. Are
they able to scale with demand? It’s advisable not to
put all your eggs in one basket, but instead to have a
group of suppliers that can provide you the same quality of material.
On the other hand, if you’re controlling your own
feedstocks, make sure that your mother clone environment is well managed internally. You don’t want to adulterate anything you have in your current facility. Maintain an adequate level of documentation to ensure
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consistency in growth quality. After
all, consistency in your feedstock
equals consistency in your product.

Navigating Regulatory and
Compliance Requirements
Related to Manufacturing
If you were to eliminate every other consideration from effectively
managing your facility, this would
remain the lynchpin to becoming a
successful long term manufacturer.
This is the level barrier to entry.
From a risk standpoint, federal
requirements are lacking in terms
of testing procedures, compliance
organizations, and so on.
In general, therefore, the industry
is actually asking the government
essentially to be regulated under
some aspect of the Food Drug and
Cosmetic Act or a similar regulation.
This is to prevent unscrupulous

aspects of the industry from shirking good manufacturing practices
(GMP) as a shortcut to making money, even at the expense of releasing
good quality materials to the market that people will ingest.
The fact that the industry is not
really required to do anything in
terms of regulation is obviously
very dangerous. One tainted gel
tab, gummy, or sucker could potentially destroy the industry. (Our firm
in particular is working with a variety of other groups to encourage the
federal government to apply some
regulatory oversight as pre-emptive legislation to undermine a convoluted system where every state
has its own guidelines, and no two
may match completely.)
One aspect of federal legislation that might be applicable here
would be the U.S. Food and Drug
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Administration’s (FDA) Code of
Federal Regulations Title 21, pertaining to food and drugs (2). Part
111 of this code applies specifically to “current Good Manufacturing
Practice in manufacturing, packaging, labeling or holding operations
for dietary supplements.” We routinely encourage our clients to apply some of these guidelines for
constructing and designing facilities for clean room environments, at
a minimum.
Because regulatory information
isn’t codified in the cannabis industry yet, manufacturers have an obligation to at least prepare their facilities to a level appropriate to
what their output will be in general. The cannabis industry does not
have the same level of granularity in compliance guidelines as the
pharmaceutical industry has. It is
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still incumbent on companies to
create products in an environment
that suggests a level of cleanliness
or control within that space appropriate to the product being created
(for example, raw oil as opposed to
a highly purified product).
There might be some pushback in
the ranks within the industry to federal regulation, but it is no different to what is being done with the
Food Safety and Modernization Act
(FSMA), for example. From a business
standpoint, FSMA asks food producers to prove that standards are being met for cleanliness and that operating procedures exist for food
preparation and handling. To the extent that the end product is being ingested, some level of regulation and
compliance is essential for the responsible growth of the industry.

The Importance of the Strategic
Facility Methodology: Design
with End Products in Mind
Before we get into the details here,
let’s consider some strategic facility questions your organization must
be prepared to answer:
• How well do our proposed
facilities support our fiveyear business plan?
• How much additional
space do we need to meet
our growth projections?
When do we need it?
• What deep-dives are needed
to make key decisions?
• What is our roadmap for
implementing our strategy?
That may be a lot to absorb, so
let’s break it down a bit further.
When planning for a scalable facility, the best strategy has two parts.
The first is to begin with the end in
mind. What is it you want your facility to produce? Whether you
plan to be the leading manufacturer of cannabidiol (CBD) gummies,
pet food treats, or something else,
you’re trying to understand the

inter-relationship of all the building blocks that go into the creation
of a particular type of facility—from
warehousing to production to purification and so forth.
The second aspect of strategic
methodology is to understand the
time frame in which a master plan
for your business growth is to be
implemented. That plan has milestones along the way—so in a five
or 10 year plan, for example, there
are things to be accomplished that
can be extrapolated from your current capabilities.
Developing a strategic master plan starts with an understanding of what’s possible today (that is,
the products that you are building
from today), and where you know
you want to go—and where you do
not know yet whether you want to
go or not.
Planning for the unknown can be
daunting, of course. If you don’t
plan for some variability, however, you may find yourself stuck at
some point down the road, especially once government regulations
become more detailed. You need to
be prepared at some level to make
adjustments or upgrades to your facilities as your business develops
and for regulatory compliance issues yet to come.
Beyond variability, it is important
to model your projected growth. For
example, what production levels
are you trying ultimately to attain?
That understanding is essential to
setting budgets for your current
plan and for successive years’ planning. No organization has an unlimited budget, and no organization
has unlimited space to build. By understanding your projected growth,
you can begin to optimize the usefulness of what you have now.
A responsible growth strategy,
therefore, must adopt a “modular”
approach. In this type of approach
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you determine the scalability of
your existing equipment and create points in your strategic plan in
which additional components can
be added to that equipment, to accommodate your expansion.
Obviously, you don’t want to buy
equipment now only to discard it
later, so the idea of modularity gets
down to a granular level of whether you can turn up or turn down
equipment to match your current
and projected output levels. For example, might it make sense to buy
a piece of equipment capable of
processing a thousand pounds per
hour, even if your current capability
is 500? Can it still be efficient to use
the same piece of equipment?
This is why you and your engineering and production partners
must thoroughly understand your
business model. You really have to
understand where you’re going and
where you want to go. And take to
heart the advice that comes from
your partners. It may be difficult to
hear that you may not have enough
feedstock to run your plant for a
week at a particular production rate.
But with that information, you can
match your capability to acquire
feedstock to the operational needs
of your plant. From there, you can
begin to understand how to build
the next layer on top of that.
Your strategic plan is developed
by understanding both the inputs
and the outputs of your business
operations—beginning with the
end in mind and working backwards
from there.

Determination of Your
Manufacturing Plant’s
Capabilities, Purification
Levels, and Processes
Here we’re moving our thinking from
the strategic level to the component level. You’re still determining
what your plant is going to do, and
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in that determination you will come
up against code compliance issues
at the state or municipal level. These
issues will play a huge role in the
capabilities and likely locations for
your operations.
The components that drive the
front end piece of what your business will be are subject to a variety of
codes. Take extraction, for example.
Each type of extraction methodology produces a different extract, from
CO2 to solvent extraction with ethanol or methylene chloride or heptane and hexane. Once the oil has
been extracted and the solvents have
been removed, what will you do with
it? Crystallize it, further distill it, create isolates, or just sell the raw material? Those are all considerations
that factor not only into your strategic plan, but to the very nature of
what your plan does and how it is to
be designed.
As you go through this methodology, you will find that it is likely
to change what your facility is, and
what you need to do to ensure code
compliance.
This is critically important because
besides regulation at the federal level, code compliance at the state or
municipal level is the most important aspect of scaling your business.
You are creating an environment inside your facility that requires a wide
range of code compliances—electrical classifications, hazardous occupancy building classification, storage
of solvents, and more.
If you are determined to establish
a CBD facility in a small office park to
extract material, you are more than
likely to run into code compliance issues. Not to be too glib, but if you
have large tanks of solvents outside
your facility, your neighbors will take
note, and you will attract the attention of inspectors who might take a
dim view of those tanks in that environment. Consequently, you have to

make a decision up front. For example, will you be purifying product on
site or have someone else handle that
level of processing?
So, what’s your plan? When you’re
choosing your location, you must
understand the codes in that area,
which in turn helps determine your facility design. Code compliance issues
and regulatory requirements are the
key factors in defining what your facility will be and where it will be located.

Utilization of Cannabis and
Hemp-Based Scoping Strategies
Whether you classify your feedstock
as hemp or cannabis, your scoping
strategy ties into the regulatory environment, your locational environment, and what the municipality will
allow, among other factors. The U.S.
Farm Bill set a level of below 0.3% tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) to be considered industrial hemp, but ultimately it’s all cannabis, and you can’t lose
sight of that very basic fact as you
build your business.
Let’s consider feedstock strategy.
Different plants can be cloned to provide different levels of THC, levels of
oil, sizes of buds, and so forth. You
have to understand what your state
will allow. If you can’t have any cannabis in your state at this point, or you
don’t see it happening in the future,
it’s not advisable to design a facility that’s capable of providing or processing cannabis at the moment. It
would make more sense to design for
that capability once you understand
how the regulatory environment will
change. In the meantime, you may
need to focus your efforts on finding
other feedstocks.
If you are planning to use both low
THC hemp feedstocks and cannabis,
you have to plan for a separation of
the two. It is essential to have good
controls over the feedstock for medical marijuana manufacturing, including whatever waste is coming out of
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your plant. Even as states deregulate,
there will still be a need for that level
of control. It’s analogous to the GMP
implemented in the production or
processing of alcohol or tobacco.
Scoping strategies, therefore, boil
down to how industrial hemp and
cannabis will be handled in your facility because the two are handled differently and they are going to remain
that way. If you plan to have both in
your plant, you will have to accommodate both, with rules for separating
them at the warehouse to guidelines
for processing psychotropic from
nonpsychotropic products. Those
considerations will be vital to your
plans for scoping your facility as your
business expands.

Conclusion
As we’ve seen, it’s an exciting time to
be in the business of cannabis processing. Scaling up your facilities requires considerable upfront planning,
taking into account not only your
business goals and priorities, but
how specifically you expect your organization to grow over the span of
five or 10 years or more. By creating a
strategic plan that takes into account
state and municipal codes and the
federal regulatory environment to
come, you can be well on your way to
developing a facility design that will
scale to accommodate your needs as
your business grows.
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(Continued from page 29)

Cannabis and
Heavy Metal Research
While there is much research into
heavy metal uptake, accumulation,
and translocation in edible crop species for obvious consumer safety reasons, much less is known about heavy
metal uptake in members of the genus Cannabis. What research has
been done has focused primarily on
low cannabidiol (CBD) varietals, commonly referred to as “hemp,” with little to no research available on the
high tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) varietals mainly found in recreational
and medical markets. While there is
still much debate on how to botanically classify the various species in
the genus Cannabis and indeed exactly how many species exist, research on both high CBD and THC
chemotypes is critical.
Based on what research there is,
hemp (Cannabis sativa) is thought to
be an excellent candidate for phytoremediation of heavy metal contaminated soils (4). Some work was
done on the phytoremediation potential of hemp around the Chernobyl site in 1998 that had promising
results, and an abstract from the International Botanical Congress of
1999 indicated that C. sativa can accumulate lead and uranium in aerial parts (4). More recently, researchers have explored how effectively
hemp is at accumulating chromium,
cadmium, and nickel. The researchers also investigated metal translocation to the stems and leaves by comparing the concentration of metals in
the roots, stems, and leaves of plants
grown in soils with different heavy
metal concentrations.
Interestingly, Citterio and colleagues found that hemp predominantly accumulates these heavy
metals in its roots (4). This has serious implications if whole-plant testing becomes standard practice in
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heavy metal analysis for hemp. The
researchers also investigated if heavy
metals had any impact on hemp plant
growth. They found that at experimentally elevated levels (Cd 80 µg/g,
Ni 115 µg/g, and Cr 140 µg/g), heavy
metals in the soil do not significantly
interfere with hemp growth (4). However, there were measurable stress
responses, such as elevated levels
of phytochelatins and glutathione as
well as the production of a novel phytochelatin in treated plants (4).
Further evidence that hemp plants
sequester heavy metals in their roots
was found in a study by Linger and
colleagues that looked at the uptake
and impact of cadmium on growth
and photosynthesis in hemp (C. sativa). Researchers found that up to
17 mg/kg of available cadmium can be
tolerated by hemp plants without any
major effects to biomass production
(5). They found at values near 72 mg/
kg that cadmium began to have a significant impact on plant growth and
photosynthesis. Both studies used a
fiber variety of hemp, but Linger and
colleagues had a lower soil pH while
Citterio and colleagues had a soil pH
that was slightly basic, which could
have contributed to greater cadmium
uptake into plant tissues at comparable cadmium soil concentrations.

it is important that chemotype (high
CBD, high THC, fiber producing, and
so on) be treated as an important
variable, with studies done on different varietals. We still do not have
a clear picture as to how to classify
the different members of the genus
Cannabis, so we cannot assume that
different chemotypes will respond
to the same external factors in the
same way.
In the next installment we will explore
pesticides, and how they interact with
pre-existing plant defense systems.
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Conclusion
Our understanding of how the genus
Cannabis uptakes, translocates, or
sequesters heavy metals is still on the
scientific frontier. Research on other
heavy metals of interest such as mercury, lead, and arsenic is still needed.
It would also be useful to determine
the mechanisms through which Cannabis species uptake, sequester, and
control the translocation of different
heavy metals since much of this information is speculated based on other plant species, namely agricultural crops or model organisms. Finally,
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Low Oxygen: A New Method
for Cannabis Cultivation
An interview with Todd Bell, Research & Development at Grow Controlled, LLC, about the experiments
and findings his group is working on with controlled atmospheres in cannabis cultivation.

W

atmospheres for short and long-term cannabis storage
and preservation. Our primary focus is maintaining and
optimizing environments for every phase of the cultivation and post-harvest process.

Can you tell us a little about Grow Controlled LLC
and the role you play in the cannabis market?
Todd Bell: Grow Controlled is an automation and controls company that specializes in custom built heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) as well as refrigeration systems for cannabis cultivation and controlled

What have you found to be the most effective way
to cultivate cannabis?
Bell: We’ve only cultivated in organic soil. Grow Controlled isn’t seeking the best or worst cultivation method, we’re focused on providing the perfect environment
in the most efficient and sustainable manner possible.
Regardless of the method (hydroponics, aeroponics, or
organic), the Grow Controlled system will streamline
any indoor cultivation method. We have proven controls in greenhouse space as well as indoor grows. The
Grow Controlled system provides the highest grams
produced/KW of energy used possible.

ith the cannabis industry continuously expanding, new technologies and methods are
coming forth to increase yields and production in cannabis cultivation. One such method involves
using controlled atmospheres and low oxygen with
the cannabis plant to increase yields and terpene levels. Here Todd Bell, Research & Development at Grow
Controlled, LLC, goes into further detail regarding the
experiments and findings his group is working on with
controlled atmospheres.
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How does low oxygen produce
better yield from the plants?
Bell: To date, we are on the third cycle of low oxygen trials. The first two
cycles were centered on programming for pinpoint environmental accuracy during all phases of the flower
cycle. Plant health and yield was secondary. We did measure the liters of
water being fed by irrigation and the
amount of moisture being removed
via dehumidification.
After two trials, we’ve seen the
low oxygen rooms have a higher
transpiration rate and 12% yield increase. The yield increase is nice,
but the 28% terpene increase is the
most encouraging. We’ve just started the trials and look forward to
sharing the data.
How does this method differ from
other methods in the industry?
Bell: Growing in low oxygen requires gas tight rooms with limited
air exchange. The only fresh air introduced in our chambers is supplemental high efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) filtered air added when necessary. Many growing chambers are
designed for ventilation with a fresh
air exchange. The most common
pests and pathogens are introduced
via “fresh” air exchange.
How do your products help reduce
contamination (such as mold and
other impurities)?
Bell: Biosecurity is the most crucial detail in a cannabis facility. Simply stated, all of our grow chambers and post-harvest technology is
sealed and gas tight. Our insulated
metal panels (IMP) are sealed with
flexible seam tape and paint. The
Grow Controlled HVAC and refrigeration system uses a four pipe, heat
transfer coefficient (HTC) secondary fluid that eliminates the need for
multiple standalone hanging dehumidifiers. Stand-alone dehumidifiers
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are microbial magnets that require
constant maintenance and sterilization. Doors are a major contributor
to contamination breeches. We offer
three different door options that assist with biosecurity.

Our next trials, along
with light cycles, will
focus on the life cycle
of insects and molds
under low oxygen
environments.

How do you keep record of quality
control in your laboratory?
Bell: The Grow Controlled laboratory is designed and built to collect
environmental data. All environmental data is logged in our KiloWatch energy management system.
The KiloWatch system monitors and
controls data points from our inhouse environmental probes and
sensors in grow chambers. Our programmers work with each client to
customize the system to the metrics
and data points that are relevant to
their operations.
Regarding your grow lab, what
have you found to be the least effective method for cultivation?
Bell: We’ve only cultivated with organic soil. Our focus is to create the perfect growing environment that can be
applied to any method of cultivation.
How does a gas tight room replicate similar altitudes of mountainous regions?
Bell: By lowering the oxygen in the
room at any elevation, the partial
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pressure of oxygen is reduced on the
plant to allow easier photosynthesis
to occur. For example, atmosphere
air at 18,000 feet on a mountain top
is still 21.0%, but the atmospheric
pressure is reduced up there. By reducing the oxygen to 10.5%, the barometric pressure is 14.9 compared to
29.9 at standard elevation. This Grow
Controlled Pressure Atmosphere
(GCPA) method is patent pending.
What are the advantages and disadvantages of this?
Bell: Some advantages we are seeing, mentioned earlier, are the increased yields and terpenes. We
are also experimenting with changing the light cycles from a 12/12 cycle
to 10/10 to increase “days” in a year,
thereby increasing your bottom line.
Finding the sweet spot of daytime
hours for each phenotype may take
years, but it is our goal as the industry continues to mature. A disadvantage is the need to air the room up to
19.5% or higher oxygen before entering to do work. However, this actually
becomes an advantage as well since
we are limiting easy access and fewer
microbial transfers by workers.
What are the next steps for your
company in cultivation and postharvest research?
Bell: Our next trials, along with light
cycles, will focus on the life cycle of
insects and molds under low oxygen
environments. Insects can survive an
extended period of time in low oxygen environments. However, we believe the ability for insects to reproduce is greatly compromised in low
oxygen environments.
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mcolli@mjhlifesciences.com
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Market Profile

Cannabis Laboratory Testing
Market in North America
Our first market profile of 2020 reviews the cannabis laboratory testing market in the U.S. and Canada.
Glenn Cudiamat

N

orth American cannabis consumption continues to
rise at a torrid pace and, according to Arcview Analytic Research, the markets for total annual legal cannabis
spending in 13 states are expected to pass the $1 billion mark
by the end of 2024 (1). Such high demand for legal cannabis
products bodes well for the market for analytical tools used to
test legal cannabis and ensure its consistency, high quality, and,
most importantly, safety.
Cannabis products are frequently tested for potency, pesticides and fungicides, solvent residues, heavy metals, microbes,
foreign organic matter, and moisture. The most common technologies used for these tests are high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS), gas chromatography (GC) and GC–MS,
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), and
polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Thousands of licenses have been issued by states to prospective laboratories looking to test cannabis products. However, only a small fraction of those licensed laboratories are
actually capable of performing cannabis tests. Compliance is
among the major issues many laboratories face (for example,
achieving ISO 17025 accreditation). While regulatory uncertainties and understanding the state requirements continue to be
key challenges, for many laboratories, just obtaining the right
equipment and fine tuning methods was cited in a recent survey as the biggest hurdle.
Survey participants were asked to rate the level of importance of eight performance parameters of testing instruments
on a five-point scale, where a rating of five indicates high importance. As shown in Figure 1, on average, sensitivity and accuracy was deemed the most important by survey participants,
followed by reliability and durability. Service and support from
the vendor also rated high.
Survey participants were asked to indicate their level of satisfaction for these same performance parameters. The parameters that averaged the lowest scores were affordability, up-todate technology, and user friendliness.
The responses to these questions reflect the challenges in
the laboratory and the cannabis testing industry as a whole. For
example, the parameter with the largest difference between
importance and satisfaction averages was reliability and durability. Laboratories often experience inconsistencies in their results when obtaining tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol (CBD) content levels.
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Figure 1: Survey participants were asked to rate the level of
importance and satisfaction of eight performance parameters of
testing instruments on a five-point scale, a rating of five indicates
high importance or satisfaction.

The gap between importance and satisfaction for sensitivity and accuracy was also notable, suggesting users are experiencing difficulty obtaining accurate measurements for THC,
CBD, pesticides, heavy metals, and other analytes. Laboratories seem to also be concerned about the sensitivity of instruments, particularly when measuring pesticides and heavy metals to meet regulatory mandates.
Overall, the market for laboratory testing is still in its infancy as laboratories struggle to obtain instruments and
achieve compliance, while also keeping up with the evolving regulatory mandates.
This article also refers to data from the 2020 market report
focused on the North American cannabis market for laboratory instrumentation from independent market research firm
TDA. The report features industry benchmarks (such as market
size and growth estimates) for cannabis testing laboratories in
North America, including a survey of end users. For more information about this report, contact Glenn Cudiamat, president &
CEO, at (310) 871-3768 or glenn.cudiamat@tdaresearch.com or
visit www.tdaresearch.com/cannabis.
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